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App. 30,000.

One Thousand 1iles By Dogteam.

"I am going up the Taku river by do 'team to Fe.Lr-banks l'

"But you can't do that,there are mountains or something you can't get
over~anyway it's no place for a woman~Thus man disposes of woman.That
being settled I went quitely about my business of getting ready.Others
roared with laughter.tlPoor Mary, she will be coming into Fairbanks two
years from now,the dogs will be dragging her or she will be dragging
the dogs,the dogs will eat her or she will eat the dogs before she ever
gets there~Older men more polite simply shook their heads and remained
silent.

If a man announced his intention of taking- a thousand mile
mush certainly no one would think it strange,nor would his statement
be greeted with ro.ars of laughter.I as a woman resent the fact that
men seem to think they should have the monolpy on all the fun.Is there
any reason why a wcman should not be as capable as a man.Anyway I had
planned on thas vacation all summer and it looked attractive to me,every-
one to his own tastes.I thought no more of going to Fairbanks by dog-
team than you'd thin~ of driving you'r car through the States,or taking
a jaunt to Europe,except perhaps lid have more fun.

I had planned on going by way of Dawson from Whitehorse,how-
eversif I could follow the route of the Pacific Alaska Airways, it would
be the shortest distance between two points. The pilots did not know
if there were passes through the mountains between the headwaters of
the ~~~ne and the Tanana rivers.It did not look very promising from
the air,but Jean Jacquot at Burwash Landing on Kluane lake would know.
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And so as the P.A.A. gives weather to all their pilots in Alaska,so
now they placed all their facilities at my command, and they were many.

Jean Jacquot wired he had a guide that had gone part of the
way.It was possible.His wife made a couple trips a year to Whitehorse
biV <frQgteatbl-:.\tQrv~s.itd:bne.irchildren who were in school there. I could
meet her in Whitehorse and have company to Burwash.

II

,

The P.A.A. suggested r nake a radio,but as I hardly knew the I

code and no time to learn it now,and wishing the operators to be on
speaking terms with me when I got to Fairbanks,decided against it.r am
only slightly acquainted with the dit and darr of a radio world,besides
I could not see myself climbing a tree to put up ~he antenna on a cold
winter night.I was monkey enough,but not that kind of a monkey.There was
to come a time when I deeply regretted my decision

As weight is considered important in an airplane,so it is
with a dogteam.Over a well traveled trail a dog is supposed to pull
one hundred pounds with ease,but my traIls would not be traveled,and
there would be stretches where there were no trails at all.

The essentials were,one sleeping bag~supposed to keep one
warm at sixty below with snow for a mattress;s11k tenn weighing nine
pounds;small stove weighing less,that fitted into the basket of the
sled and pipe that fitted into the stove,Two pair of snowshoes,large
pair for breaking trail and a small pair of trail shoes to follow
behind the sled.Small trail ax,30-06 Winchester with case to kill moose
and caribou for ourselves and dogs if necessary.Enough smoked salmon
for five dogs for thirty days.A~ one can carry very little meat on
account of its weight,one does not kill game unless absolutely!nedessary.

My own equipmeaniI am ashamed to say weighed one hundred
pounds and I thought I was going to be tough and travel light.r
collected and discarded,but there seemed to be little else r could

( discard.Fur parka;two pair of skii suits,one for every day and one
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seemed quite simple while he explained, but was a different matter
t

when I tried to use it myself.Why must magneti_c north be thirty-two (

I
degrees east of north?Do you put north or magnetic north on the lines I

nt very cold yet;dozens of socks;creepers for glare ice;candles for
light;snowglasses ;flashlight;tool kit, to fix sled and harnesses;first-
aid kit;canned heat for tea at noon when we did'nt want to take the
time to build a fire;and numerous other things I was to discard later
along the trail as not important.

My small vanity case was packed with a thermometer so I
would know enough not to travel in weather below forty.At Dawson in
the early days, the Mounties would not allow horses to work in colder
weather-so why should I.One barometer,so I would not get caught in
a blizzard, others have but why should I when I was going prepared with
all the weather gagdits.

Compass that a pilot had put on a map and with great pains
and patience for over an hour tried to teach me how to use it.It

running north and south on the map?I might end up at Fort Yukon instead
of Fairbanks .As "East is East and Weat is iNest;'why can't north be
just simply-north? Another man said,"on account of the mineral in the
country, you can't depend on it anyway~ However there are times when
a pilots life and those of his passengers depend on his compass,and
if it was good enough for a plane,it was good enough for a dog~sled.
Besides it was really a nice compass-silver and shiny like a man's watch.

I had maps frpm Juneau to Fairbanks.Small maps and big maps~
plain m~ps and colored maps.They were really quite pretty.Not the

least important in my vanity case was cold cream and cleansing cream.
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WoodburY"" s face soap - after all the ads. say "It gives that skin you
love to touch~ And Jergens Hand Lotion,if Walter Wenchel is to be
believed "It keeps the hands soft and velvety" - perhaps even the hands
on the handlebars of a sled.Powder,rouge and lipstick.A woman thus
fortified should be able to conquor even the wilderness.But I was
better fortified; five pounds of beans,five pounds of rice,moose meat.
One pound of coffee ,tea, sugar, and butter.Hardtack.



Chapter 2. Joyce-page 5.
Taku Lodge to Tulsequah.

Finally on the twenty-second day of December,the river seem-
ed sufficiently frozen for safe traveling and I was as ready as I'd
ever be.Everything was piled on the front porch and two dogteams were
driven around for their sleds to be loaded. The team I was taking;Tip
Stikine, Nakinaw,Baldy and Taku.The other team carried extra supplies
Inklin,Chesley and Skippy a large white dog and a pet.

I took a last glance around to see if I had forgotten any-
thing,and a last good look as if to imprillnton my memory as a picture
on canvass the interior of my large lovely log cabin,with it's hugh
stone fireplace and the tropht~s on the wall;The black bear from
Oregon,the two grizzlies from British Columbia,the three brown bears
from Admiralty Island,the caribou from the Cassiar,the moose and goat
from the Taku.Funny the way the goat looked as if he had socks on.Here
one might spend a comfortable winter if one's feet were not so restless.

We got a late start but were only going twelve miles to the
P.A.A.radio station at Canyon Island.The overflow on glare ice was
hard on the dogs feet and some of them were bleeding. There were many
tracks of moose and here where one went through the ice.I had supposed
instinctively they knew enough to stay off thin ice,evidently nature
had not taught them everything and I hoped I'd have better judgement.
It was nearly dark when we arrived at the canyon but the fastest water
on the Taku seemed now to be well frozen. From the how.ling of dogs I
realized other guests were here before us.

The Justice of the Peace of Tulsequah had come down to the
radio station to report to Prince Rupert that a man had committed
smicide in that district.He said "From the evidence it looked as if
the dead man had gone down to the river's bank and jumped in,finding
the water rather chilly he climbed out aga~n - went up to his shack
took off his clothes and hung them up to dry-put on a dry suit of

I



a Merry Christmas to Peg and Bob Ellis in Juneau.Bob sent back a hug
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underwear and being comfortable, took the butcherknife and slit his
throat~ The question seemed to be~to bury or not to bury,with or
without the sanction of the law.The citizens of Tulsequah were all

While I enjoyed a moose steak, the operator increased my

for burying,but he wished permission to bury.The Justice himself
had very little authority but the weight of it lay heavily upon his
shoulders.As for myself it was none of my business,let.the Canadians
decide their own law.

appetite by telling me I would get lousy and freeze my toenails on
my way to Fairbanks.Why did'nt I stay horne and learn the code?If I
spent just fifteen minutes a day for one year in practice I would
become an expert operator. Fifteen minutes out of every twenty-four;
Five thousand, four hundred and seventy-five minutes out of a year;
ninety-one hours fifteen minutes out of a life-time.lt seemed reasonable
enough,but did he know that at Fairbanks in the spring of the.year
they had an Ice Carnival that rivaled the Mardi Gras of New Orleans,
the Tournament of Roses of Southern California?Did'nt he know I must
have "Something to remember,when I grow too old to dream~ There is
no argud:ng,:!:with a woman and so to bed I went in the radio room, wi th
my big white dog at my feet.I suppose if I were to turn the switch
a dit or a darr would jump down on my head.Most assuredly I must
learn the code - very sleepily I remembered I forgot my map.How does
one get to Fairbanks without a map.

This morning after a hearty breakfast I sent my love and

and a kiss,which Bob West thought undesirable to deliver on account
of a month's beard. Bob Ellis said," it will only tickle her". We all
left about one o'clock and Bob came down to the river bank to see us

,

the Justice,of the Peace, who rides in the basket of the sled with a
off.My own two dogteams,with a man from my lodge driving one team, and

,---------~--------- J



the river bank on one side and small cabins on the other. Here the
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native boy at the breakpgetting off from time to time to stretch his
legs and advise me of ;'the bad crossings.

r Two hours took us to Tulsequah and here I delivered their
two months old mail. The main and only street is one block long,with

Tulsequah river empties into the Taku and the Inklin begins, and here
I sat for four days, impatient to be off,while the white men argued the
Inklin was'nt frozen enough and the Indians argued among themselves.
As I wanted an Indian guide the decision of the Indians was more im-
portant to me.I knew one of the young Indians wanted to get to Atlin
perhaps as badly as I did, for reasons of his own, and it would give
him considerable prestige among his own tribe to take the first white

Christmas dinner was celebrated with a lovely roast of goat.
woman over the Sloko Summit.

Our host was an Englishman who had come into the Dease lake country
in '98,but had never reached Dawson -so many of them did'nt.Around
his table were gathered prospectors and trappers, Indians and half-

dough ferments in the old stone crock behind the kitchen stove.Anyway
he'd have none of it.

I
l

I

breeds, I was the only white woman.After we had all eaten as much as
p6ssible,a delicious plum pudding was set before us, whereupon a re-
mittance man rudely pushed back his chair and shouted"I don't want
any of that stuff~ Quite insulted he was, perhaps if he had tasted the
brandy sauce he might have changed his mind.He may have been afraid
to mix a sweet with what he already had in his stomach.More than sour-

The day after Christmas :the Indians decided, peacefully I
hope, the young Indian would go with me,his father and bro,'};herwould
ac60mpany us over the most dangerous stretches of the river. The father
asked his son "Can she walk on anowshoe s]' and the son replied "I guess
so-she's got two pair~



of the sled and seemed undecided whether he would ride o:b pull.Perhaps
he thought going to Fairbanks was a big joke and rIm sure those on
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Chap.3 Joyce-page 8.
Tulsequah To Inklin House~Dec.27, 135-Dec.29, 135.

r was very happy to get started.Up until this time I did
not know if I would be able to start for Atlin or have to go bagk
home.My humiliation would be more than r could bear,it could1nt be
explained.Skippy my big white dog was sent back,he is used to the
luxuries of life,and two of the bro~hers.

The sled and the five dogs I was taking with me were load-
ed into a boat and we crossed the river.Baldy,the most timid of my
dogs was afraid in the boat,but once on the opposite bank they all
seemed as eager to be off as I was,although akinaw got in the basket

the bank thought the same thing.
Amid the barking of dogs and much wagging of tails,we

finally got them harnessed and were ready to start when we heard a
shout from across the river.It was the law of Tulsequah,"Would you
be kind enough to deliver these letters to Atlin~llI would be delighted
The mail must go through,whether it be King Georgels or Uncle Sam1s.

I had always heard of water as being blue,but for the first
time in my life r have seen blue water,the color of icebergs,on the
headwaters of the Taku.Blue water,fast,cold and cruel running between
it1s icy banks.We traveled on gravel bars,crossing the channel of the
river on log sweepers with poles from the log to the bank on the opp-
osite side.Chocack Lagoose,Billy Williams to you scolded his two sons
and made them put boughs over the poles,so I could not see the water
underneath while crossing.IlWhite lady---plenty scared.She fall~- in
river--we never get her--out~I crossed on my hands and knees and the
dogs followed nike soldiers.

We crossed the upper 'l'akuanother place over ripids on hugh
cakes of ice,three and four feet apart,held in place by sweepers and

snags.They put a chain on Tip and as each dog fell in the water they
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pulled him out on~o another cake of ice.Some of the cakes of ice were
only two feet wide, just room f'o r the sled, with water leaping over and
gurgling underneath.I jumped over and just made it but they had a chain
on me too.

At night I cooked moose steaks,beans and rice.Rice with gravy
on it,rice With sugar and butter for dessert,nothing like a change of
diet.After dinner old Billy Williams would tell us stories of the Taku
in the early days,before the white man came.

Long bef,Ore Junl,3auwas ever dreamed of and the Taku Glacier
blocked th~ mouth o~ the river making a lake of the whole Taku valley,
once a year all the tribes gathered at Tagun,Qn the headwaters of the
Inklin for potlatch. Here gifts and hostages were exchanged among the
different tribes,and here fQr many days they carried o~their wardance
and merrymaking.They danced around hugh fires,the.,irbrown bodies flash-
ing in the fl~ckering l~ght,each chief trying to out-do the other.lor
did these festivities always end as merry as tpey pad begun.

A story is told of a Chief coming from f~r-off Wrangell, with
fifty war canoes and fifty men in each canoe.As t.he KiJhg~~h~shis jester
so the tribe ha~e their song-~aker,and he composed two songs for his
Chief with which to woo the Princess o~ Tagun.As the chief was singing
his song and dancing around th~ fire,the chief from another tribe threw
some powder into the fire,{perhaps the powder from a Hudson Bay shell)
which exploded,throwing its burning sparks upon the chief and his men.
This being an insult from their host,the Taku tribe,war was declared
and they enter-ed immediately into conflict.Tpe Chief went back to ,y'

Wrangel with one canoe and twenty men.High on a sheer cliff I saw today
in red Indian dye the picture of a canoe headed home.Above the canoe is
a bleeding heart, and to the right as a moon high in the Heavens,the
picture of a wolf-. meaning the wolf or Tak~ tribe live high in the sky

J
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and cannot be defeated. The ruins of many war canoes are still on the
Taku and the skulls of many men remain at Tagun.

There are many clans in each tribe.A wolf marries a crow~
their children take the clan of the mother who was a crow,they in
turn must marry a wolf.If they merry a crow it is a deed punishamle
by death.

One of the Taku tribe killed an Indian from Sitka, but got
an arrow back which wounded him. The Sitka Indians came to make war on
Takus but were paid in ca h with the agreement that if the Taku died
of his wounds within the year the money was to be refunded.He died'
whether it was a violent or natural death will never be known~and the
Takus went to collect their money which was at first refused,however
before the war-whoop began the money was refunded and peace was dee
clared.These Indians were as cle~~~~ with their bows and arrows as
Read and Soapy Smith were with their pistols.

Tomorrow we reach the Inklin House,trapping ground of the
Takus.The tent is very comfortable with its small stove.lt was des-
perately cold today until we passed the t'Den of the Northwind~ My big
toe got frightr~l~pldold,I must h~ve a hole in my sock.I was told to
wear silk hose and wollens over them and I'd never get cold. The Indians
say "no go od]' just the same as they say, "fish no good-for- dogs, meat-
more be t.t er-;' so they killed arrnoose on the river. There is no doubt but
what dogs get more savage on meat,but I still think on account of the
oil in fish it is--more better.

Just the same as before I started out I couldnt bear to
think Qf sleeping in my clothes, so now I can't bear to think of taking
them off.Besides I have always hated to get up early,now I don't mind
because I'm dressed anyway,perhaps I only hated to get dressed.Long
after I had blown out my candle and crawled into my sleeping bag on a
mattress of spruce boughs,I could hear old Billy Williams laughing and



joking with his two sons in their lean-to beside an open fire.They
are the happiest race of men I have ever ~nown,only the bare neces-
sities of life,the sky for a roof.With all our luxuries we are never
content and continually grasping for more.Our greedy hands reach out
to snatch their silver foxes and give them a bottle of lemon extract
or a plug of star tobacco in return.We who send our missionaries to
teach them might well learn a lesson in return.

I

Joyce-page II.
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Chap.4. Joyce-page 12.

1nklin House To Atlin.
Dec.3I, 135--Jan.7, 136.

Here the Nakinaw empties into the Inklin,and the Inklin
branch.es off to the northwest toward Telegraph Creek. From the 1nklin
House we traveled to Canoe Landing on the Nak lnaw river, the end of
navigation by boat.We followed the ice on the bank of the river with
fast open water on one side.I had just taken some movies and had not
strapped my camera on the sled when it hit an ice cake and before I
could grab it the sled tipped over and my movie bounded into the open
water.Frank was ready to dive in after it,but they finally made a gaff
hook of poles and fished it out.

From Canoe Landing Billy and Steve Williams went back and I
started up Sloko mountain with Lakuta Sladanta,otherwise Frank Williams
with his sled and two dogs carrying smoked salmon and my Woods sleep-
ing bag.My own sled so heavy in steep places we put seven dogs on and
both of us pushed and pulled.

The first day of a new year.As you1r feet danced on hardwood
floors to the music of many orchestras in many cities,my feet danced up
the side of Sloko mountain to the music in my own heart,and if the music
had not been there,only then would it have been a hardship.

We took turns breaking trail.It was very hard for me to find
the blazes of the Indians,they do not wish them found.However when I
went ahead I took an ax and blazed a trail that a white person might
find, if anyone cared to pass this way again.Every time I hit the tree
the snow would fall down my neck.The days were dark and cloudy,but not
cold

It took three days to reach Sloko Summit and glorious sunshine
AsI stood on top of this mountain I could see hundreds of ptarmigan
raise in flight from the peaks of other mountains, looking like a cloud
of snow blown by the wind. Suddenly I hear the roar of another and more
powerful bird,and soon see the silvered Electra winging its way to Juneau.
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I wanted to reach up and pfuuck it out of the sky.lt was an intrusion
from my own world,I too with my dogteam was presumptiously intruding
into a world I knew nothing about.But there in the plane were boys I
knew,if I could only feel the clasp of their hands and hear the sound
of their voices.I was quite indignant they did'nt drop down to re-
assure me,there seemed to be many good landing fields and cluttered
with lakes.As the Eoa~ro~itfie'ma~er died away I realized I had left
my own world behind-the modern Alaska with it's airplanes-I had gone
back to the old with it's dogteams.But in this world of white madness
the wind was beginning to blow and I decided I'd better get going
before the Gods became angry~here on a mountain pass was no place to
get caught in a storm,there was a time and place for every thing, and
here was no place for0d~eams.

We droped down to Silver Salmon and the protection of spruce
trees,crossing the old Telegraph trail to Faulkners cabin,three miles
south of ~ixie lake.Had I come this way two years before I might have
met the mail teams on their way from Atlin to Telegraph Creek,now the
mail is carried by planes.Here was a trail that Tip knew well,born in
Telegraph he led his brothers over this trail with the mail when he
was only six months old.

Although it was only two o'clock in the afternoon,it gets
dark at three,I would not mo~e a step farther.Here was a cabin,although
the windows were out, and one could see between the logs,it had no door,
there was a roof over it and it had a small stove with an Automatic
damper.When the chimney got red hot the damper would close.To keep
warm one had to rotate continually,when I sat on the stove my feet were
cold and when my feet were warm the rest of me was cold.Wherever Mr.
Faulkner was tonight I blessed him for building this shelter on a spot~
where he was forced to stay out in a blizzard because he could'nt make
the next cabin.
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Frank went ahead to break trail and I cooked supper and fed
the dogs.Nakinaw wanted very badly to come into the habllin.Onenight on
Sloko mountain when I was unharnessing the dogs,Nakinaw's feet seemed
so cold he could hardly stand on them,he kept lifting one paw and then
the other.I thought perhaps they were freezing and I took him into the
tent to get warm.He lay on my sleeping bag and took what food that was
offered him.After I had blown out my candle he had an idea where the
moose sreaks were kept and proceeded in that direction.I had to crawl
out of my warm bed and tie him up outside.It was a mistake I did not
make the second time,he howled for two nights in protest.

It did not take long to cover the trail Frank had broken
the night before and soon we were in deep flufy snow again. Frank went
ahead,and I hopped,skipped and jumped to pack the snow down so the dogs
could pull the sleds up the hills. I'd take one team up the hill and then
go back for the other.My approach was always greeted with enthusiasm on
the part of the dogs. I hurt my shoulder lifting and pushing on the hand-
lebars.They say the man that drives the dogs is the biggest do@ of all,
there are times when I think they're right.Long after dark,we wanted to
make Hot Springs on the O'Donnell Road,we finally came to a farm.The
light from the window looked so good,my hands were 80 cold, toes blistered
from snowshoe straps,and my shoulder ached.

I rapped on the door and a voice demanded "What do you want?"
"I want to get warm",in a very small voice.Was this the Northern hos-
pitality I had heard so much about?I also wanted food and shelter for
myself and dogs,although I did not suggest it,it seemed an inoppo~tune
moment to do so.Soon two eyes glared out from a glass opening and the
voice demanded "Who are you~ "Who am II." I mumbled something. He had
me stumped.How was I to tell him who I am when I don't know myselff.It
is a guestdlon that has long been a guestion mark in my own mind. "Who

are any of us~ It seemed rmdiculous standing aut there in the dark and
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and the cold to explain to him that I just happened to be one member
of a human race that inhabited Southeastern Alaska, a Territory of the
Un i ted States .Evidently there':7wasno such doubt running through his

i d "G "own m n. 0 away--you nobodyp a fact I knew,but hoped no one suspected.
I should have been delighted to have it explained in so many words and
so definately but I was furious.Soon fear followed indignation and I
got away in a hurry.I had heard of men going crazy living alone,some of
them go crazy living with someone.After I got out of rifle range I laugh-
ed heartily.Learned later the old man had extended his hospitality to
others and got two black eyes for his pains.We mushed on,~ogs tongues
hanging out and crawling on their bellies through deep snow, I felt very
sorry for them until we came to fresh moose tracks when they cocked
their ears,curled their tail~nd all I could do was to keep them on the
road. There are times when I think I have a bunch of hunting dogs instead
of sled dogs.

After my encounter with the old man,my hands were no longer
cold and I felt very happy.It was as if a load had been lifted off my
shoulders. The result was even more satfsfying than if I had warmed my
hands by his fire.It really was quite funnypI shall never forget how
his eyes protruded under very heavy eyebrows, and his head was very
shiny where his hair should have been.There was a moon coming up,I have
never seen trees so beautiful.We traveled a trail of fairyland,with
each twig on every bough covered with frost and ice and every tree
an Artist's model.

Reached Bruce Mortons Hot Springs at eight O'clock.Here I
stayed on the road and sent Frank in to see if we might stop overnight.
I was'nt going to be turned down twice in the same night.From the road
I could hear him shout "White woman wants --to stay--all night~ Perhaps
there was a catch to it after all.Must it be explained I am white, Waht

color am I supposed to be?It must have been the pass word because I
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I (' heard "Bring her in'~ I was received with open arms. This must be hospi-
tality-how georgeous,warm fire,warm house,warm food.I sank into a chair
it seemed to me as if I could never walk again,how my legs ached.After
you have followed an Indian for twenty-five miles all day through deep
snow,you know you've been someplace.They are born on snowshoes.

Mrs.Morton gave me two pair of wollen mitts she had knitted
herself to put under my moose-hide mitts.One pair was white and fluffy,
it reminded me of a kitten I had had as a child.She warned me to always
keep one pair in my belt,near my body so they'd be warmand dry to put
on after the sun had gone down."You'r hands perspire during the day,and
thats why they get so cold at night~ Stupid of me not to have known.

White sheets and a pillow.r put the pillow very carefully; on
a chair.Who invented the bed,certainly mankind did'nt give him enough
credit,what greater service has been done humanity?I felt like the
man in the Insane Asylum when asked why he was hammering his hand, IIhe
said lilt feels so good when I stop~ I too love to sleep in my tent,it
feels so good when I dont have to.

r was asleep when my body hit the bed.A few hours later I
was rudely awakened by dogs barking, I sat up in bed and listened inten-
tly.One can tell by their barking if they are fighting among themselves
or barking at something. The result being if they are merely barking I
dont have to get up,if fighting it means to get there as soon as poss-
ible with a stick before they kill each other.It seemed to be neither,
I could'nt distinguish this sound, but as it kept on I could'nt sleep
anyway.I looked out the window into a clear moonlight night and saw a
horse chasing the guide's dogs around the trees where they were tied.
He would first go after them with his head and then turn around and
kick up his heels,always being careful to be at a distance where he
could'nt reach them,very thoughtful of the horse.A colt of fifteen
summers frolicking in the moonlight. Had he been chasing my dogs I would

J
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have gone out andglven chase to the horse.
The next morning ~ suggested I ride the horse to Atlin,but

they said he was unridab£e.I wondered if they have Ice cream in Atlin,
but they dont, funny that I should crave it so.We started up the middle
of Atlin lake but had to hit the bank on account of slush ice,and arr-
ived there early afternqon.



r Chapter 5. Joyce- page 17.
Atlin To Whitehorse.
Jan.13, '36--JanI9,36.

I remained in Atlin s1Nl'days,mainly because I could'nt seem
to get filled up.I was perfectly facinated with the amount of food the
guide could put under his belt on the way here,and now I was eating
more than the guide.I'd no more than finish a big meal and I'd be
hungry again.I wondered if there was'nt a limit to my capicity,but
there did'nt seem to be.

I purchased a small four foot saw,thinking it would be safer
sawing my own wood than mt would be chopping it. From here the guide
was going back and I was going on alone to Whitehorse.My load from
here on would be much heavier and I realized I should have a toboggan
instead of a Yukon sledpbut there were none to be had.

There seemed to be very little activity in this small town,
the mail plane from Carcross being the big event.I left Atlin with the
feeling that I did'nt want to stop in any more towns.lt seemed so
terribly depressing,when I had been so happy on the trail.I heard over
aglfun all the gruesome stories I had ever heard about the North.From
all I could gather the people thought I was crazy, until I began to
think maybe they were right.Surely I could'nt be the only sane person
among so many insane.I decided however if I was the only one crazy,it
was a happy state of mind to be in, and I'd skip it.If they wanted to
sit by the kitchen stove all winter and knit, that was their busmness.
I can't knit, it is a pastime I will leave for my wheel-chair days.

I know it is very unreasonable for me to feel this way.A
whole town should not be blamed for the thoughtlessness of one man
who seemed to know more than all the others combined, and as I think
of each individual it is with kindness.But must I be made to die a<.
thousand deaths until I am dead?Must my feet be frozen off my body
while I am still alive?I wish to dance again

~.,.
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In contrast to all this were the lovely messages I received
from Juneau.Here were friends who had known me a long time.The Pacifiu
Alaska Airways offered every assistance and would keep an eye on me,on
their scheduled runs from Juneau to Fairbanks.There were people who
wished to help instead of hinder,with instructive advise instead of
destructive,with thier assistance I need not be afraid.l could rely on
a pilots judgement and so I sought it.He gave me a map of his own and
marked the milage and roadhouses I would come to along the way.He gave
me credit for having a reasonable amount of intelligence and did not
push me through the ice until I had fallen in.l was deeply grateful.

I left Atlin determined to stop in no more towns.I did not
want people to take my happiness from me,it was too precious.Alone in
God's glorious sunshine, its rays seemed to penetrate my heart and lift
my spirit high into the Heavens~how wonderful to leave man's depressing
atmosphere.I headed North traveling on the lake, the dogs clipped along
a~ a merry pace and my heart sang.Six miles out of town I was overtaken
by by two motorcycles,two boys on each car.The dogs nearly bolted, they
had never seen anything on two wheels before or heard the roar of a motor
One of the boys tried to pet theidQgs and Nakinaw made a grab for his
hand.Alaskan sled dogs are one man dogs, personally I would never think
of walking up to a man's dogteam and trying to pet them.lt just is not
done.Winter sport on Atlin lake--hunting coyotes by motorcycles.

Supposed to travel twenty miles and come to roadhouse on the
right bank of the lake. Had foudJ.:&wedIndian trail in the middle of the
lake all day,its nearly dark and I can't see the cabin so decfudento hit
right side and pitch my tent.As I get closer I think I see smoke, sudden-
ly something movimg-man or moose?I shout and am shouted back at,a man
of sixty-~ight helped me unharness the dogs and feed them.

Next morning had breakfast at six A.M., waited for day to break
but day never broke.Harnessed the dogs and started across Atlin lake
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in thick fog.lthought I should follow my own trail back to the middle
of the lake but Napoleon Champoux said he would take me right there.He
went ahead and pretty soon we were headed straight back to his cabin.
1 was well pleased,I thought if an oid sourdough could'nt make it,cer-
tainly it was no place for a chechako,and they told me 1 most likely
won't be able to find the portage anyway,which is a rode joining Taku
Arm and Atlin lake over which the~ carry freight from Carcross to Atlin
by caterpillars in the winter time.

The next day dawned bright and beautiful.Followed the moon
going down in the West,like hope in the human heart,now dimmed by clouds
now bright w'~~h glory.To my right the head of Atlin lake stretching
away in the horizon to misty blue distant mountains.Outlined sharply
against a northern sky,the mountain of Minto,round and white as a
woman's breast ,li.:t.eo".!.· • 'ro~~4.. Fr-om out of the East a flaming
sun peaks over the tips of jagged mountains, to my left and South the
city of Atlin stripped of her former glory.Silence-save for the pad-
ding of dog's feet on frozen snow.

Three miles 6~ this and I hit the soft fluffy snow through
the woods.Tip broke trail for his team,only his back and head could
be seen above the snow,until he became too tired,then I broke trail
ahead on snowshoes corning back each time to lift the sled out of the
snow and push.It kept turning over. Continued this all day until an
hour before dark I realized I could'nt make the roadhouse that night.
Only covered a mile an hour all day, the woods of the portage still
ring. with my blessing heaped on the head of the man ,who invented
sleds with narrow runners.Crossed a small lake and pitched my ten~ 2

and stove, found the only dry tree on the portage and chopped my wood
for the night.

~ had the stove all ready to light before I unharnessed
the dogs,so if my hands got too cold I could start a fire easily.The
harnesses are so cold.Fed the dogs and cooked rice and tea for myself.
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I did not get supplies at Atlin because there are roadhouses all the
way to Vhitehorse.I just did'nt make the roadhouse. Usually on the
trail one carries rice, beans, salt, sugar, tea and there are plenty of
ribbits and ptarmigan or moose. You cant imagine how good a kernel of
rice can be especially with a little butter and sugar on it.The bean
anyway for breakfast is just a bit hard to get down, but once having
come in contact with the stomach,one can trave~ for hours without get-
ting hungry.

I crawled into my sleeping bag and waited for the wolf to
come but he did'nt show up even in sheep's clothing.I did'nt dare put
out the thermometer for had I known it was forty below would haven
frozen to death. Its a dry cold up here one does'nt mind it.

It seemed even eolder in the morning and I started the fire
from my sleeping bag and made tea. Harnessed the dogs and dumped every-
thing on the sled. The dogs were frantic to be off and raced down a
hill and onto a lake and there were three big moose across the lake.
The dogs wanted to go in their direction and I wanted them to go in
another.I finally won and two miles down the lake we came to the trail
of a trapper. Had wonderful going to the next roadhouse where I stopped
at noon.It was cold.Every time they opened the door I felt like shout-
ing "please close that door;' even as Sam McGee.

The next day I traveled lor-t.hagain on Taku Arm to ~jlsft.:.

lake.The Arm running north and south gets the full benefit of the north
wind which sweeps the snow off.Crossed the boundry line,have passed
from British Columbia into the Territory of the Yukon.

SUddenly I hear barks and snarls, and looking across the lake
see half a dozen large animals coming out of the woods and coming my
way."Oh dear,and they told me the wolves would get me~ My knees began
to shake as they do sometimes at the duo-controls of an airplane.Theres

never anything I can do about it,only hope the pilot does'nt notice it
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he always does however and one feels so silly.I grabbed the gun and
·'~"","'h,.9rQcl d-A.N)

wondered how I could hold it steady and then I heard "mush, MUSH -get
"J.k - '1Y\\A.'b" _

out of here~ I put the gun very quickly into the case and hoped I
would'nt catch myself doing it,and all this despite the fact that I
had investigated all wolf stories of the orth and there~ no known
instance of wolves attacking man. They will attack dogs if they can
lure them off alone,and they will follow a dogteam for miles,but they
are afraid of the scent of man.They are the biggest cowards in the
world and so am I.

Made Butterfield's roadhouse at dark, it was bitterly cold
with a north wind blowing, the dogs were put in a nice warm barn,out
of which I had to take Tip half an hour later lest the brothers tearr

him apart.He tries to put them in their place and they resent him.
I discovered both Mr. Butterfield and I had wandered far from our
native homes in Wisconsin, and we visited until midnight.

Only twelve miles to Carcross, traveling west again on Tagish
lake.No poor words of mine could possibly describe the beauty of th1s
morning. The sun flaming red in the east-white sharp tips of mountains
suspended in the clouds-purple snowfields on low rolling hills-azure
icefields floating down into the sea.I'm as jealous of this country
as a husband is of his wife-I wish you to share its charm and beauty,
I do not wish you to possess it.And someday it will all be spoiled by
man,herds of men and women will drive out herds of moose and caribou.
I'm glad to have seen it before it becomes cluttered up with a lot
of funny looking people.

I was afraid to go into Carcross,but I arrived there at one
o'clock and had lunch, there was nothing wrong wi~h my appetite.I called
at the postoffice for my mail,and the postmistress told me to come back
in half an hour and her husband would give it to me,yet she was the
postmistress,but evidently her husband did the work.It seemed quite funny.
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I went to the telegraph office and had a nice chat with the
Ioperator.I was ready to make a dash for the door at the least mention

of thJ perils and the terrors of the trail,but none were forthcoming~
and he did not question my sanity.Carcross is not far from Atlin,but
the people seem diferent.The Canadian Mounted Policeman came in,tall

him and his wife.It was delightful,people with merry laughter.He told
me of inspection trips he had taken by dogteam and we compared notes
on the grub box,which after all is most important and I;~aughed until
the tears rolled down my cheeks about, rice and beans.I drank much tea
and eat all his wife's delicious cookies.How friendly these people
are,perhaps after all towns will be all right.

Lingered one night at Carcross then hit the railroad tracks
for Whitehorse.Passed deserted,tumbled down railroad stations.One is
reminded of the fact that rather than a new country this has known
the days of '98.Crossed two high bridges,the space between the ties
seem wide enough for me to fall through. Tip stopped in the middle and
stood looking down perfectly facinated. I kept shouting "Whoa;'all the
way across,with my toes turned out and my heels turned in running on
the rail.Reached Robinson roadhouse,twenty-two miles in six hours,fair-'
ly burned up the tracks.People ask me if I ride."Of course I don't
ride, the dogs did'nt ask to go to Fairbanks,I asked the dogs,and if
they are gentlemen enough to pack my baggage, I should be willing to
pack myself~

Left the next morning at nine-thirty and reached Cow Ley- be-
fore noon.As the operator at Carcross had telephoned ahead to keep
the men with handcars off the tracks less they run me and my dogs down,
Miss.Enright had lunch waiting for me--first time I've had lunch on
the trail.But they can't fool me about clearing the tracks for me~the
day was that of the Sabbath.
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Have ben working on the railroad for two days.lt seems an
endless afternoon to get to Whitehorse and it's almost dark now.I get
frantic if I havent pitched my tent,or reached a roadhouse before dark.
The wind started to blow early afternoon and has gathered speed toward
evening.Finally came to the canyon,now with the howl of the wind I hear
the roar of the Yukon.I see a suspension bridgh across the river,and I
have that complex-I can't stand to look down from high places.lt's dark
and the dogs might break a leg."I will not cross another bridge~especially
one that wiggles under me~with that roar in my ears and under me cakes
of ice clashing and grinding~After an eternity I see what looks to be
a roundhouse,but tracks to the left of me,tracks in front of me end in
snowploughs.Houses across river,which way to turn?And then two figures
emerge out of the darkness and come up to me. "Where is Whi tehorse~ '1'

"Ten miles farther on~ By his wit I knew him to be one of the P.A.A.
operators.We turned to the left,he took the handlebars and I ran ahead
of the dogs into Whitehorse and stopped in front of the Whitehorse Inn.

A man came out. "Let me see--where we put dogs~' I.fhatdid he
mean!!where we put dogs,here in the north where they are used so much?"
"Oh no--not much anymore--everything carried by plane~ While he was
trying to think I whispered, "':Whereis the manager-f and was told he was
the manager.I was quitely subdued.I had to have them near the hotel
where I could feed them,also to settle their disputes if they had an~.
We drove around to the back,unharnessed them and put them in an old
shed after removing the old buggies,scrap iron and what-not.

I wondered why they kept looking at me and finally one oJ
said"But you'r not at all what we expected,we thought you'd be big and
masculine,you'r so little~ I told them "I'm sorry to disappoint you,
but I'm afraid I'm as big as I can ever hope to be." There was much
laughter and friendliness.I felt immediately that I had known these

people all my life.The lobby was comfortable and charming with large
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chairs and tables, and as I warmed my hands by the open fireplace, it
was almost as if they had all put their arms around me and drawn me
close to their hearts.There was no critism or curiosity in their glances.

A member of the Yukon Council asked me to their tlCurling Gamestl

My education has been sadly neglected.Misunderstanding his English accent
I thought he said, tI Cuddling "--oh you do that in Whi tehorse;'but told
him I was willing to try anything once.He was tall and dignified and
everyone laughed merrily.Three Mounties dropped in to say "hello" in
their coats of scarlet.Are these the men that get their manz And they
answer "Or whatever we go after~' "That's what you think~' They looked
IUke boys freshL from college, but perhaps those merry blue eyes can
be cold and stern, those arms handle a horse and a gun.I drew myself
up and put on my dignity.I had been warned against "Scarlet-fever"
in Whitehorse.

Bon Greenslade,. the operator said ~~Ydu!\ll.":hailTe1:_ll<JJ~}¥1urry,w"e.!::'re
going aut for dinner~ Warm room and a hot bath, how good I felt.On our
way over to the home of our host it was explained to me that he was an
ex mounted and had spent years in the service. There are many of them
around Whitehorse,they serve in the North and are then sent outside
where they resign,for after having seen the ice go out in the Yukon
for years they are lost,they must come back,although at the time they
think they never want to see this God-forsaken country again.

Candles flickered on the table,and silver gleamed from a
snowwhite cloth. Civilization again.My host asked me if I were going
down to Dawson.tlNo I am going by way of Kiliuane~ "I dont think you'd
better~ I stood on two feet and glared at him, while he stood on hIS
and glared back.Out of flashin~ eyes he measured me and I measured
him. Then I do not know what passed between us but I liked him immediate-
ly,it was as if we had shaken hands.

Dinner was announced.A hugh turkey was set before my host-
my eyes nearly jumped out of my head. Turkey in the Yukon the nineteenth
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of January, there must be some mistake, how did he get here~I don't know
why it surprised me so ,but before I could accept the turkey,my mind
had to travel back to Skagway on the coast, and up the White Pass and
Yukon railroad to Carcross and down the tracks I had been on for two
days.My mind havinng arrived with the turkey I was quite willing to
eat him and all his trimmings.And Ice cream at last, while unharnessing
the dogs I had asked if they had any.

My hostess was an American,who says she keeps these Yukoners
in their place by telling th~m "We won the war~ Her husband says she
won all battles ever since.Their twenty-two year old daughter went out-
side last summer to stay a year and came back in one month~but then
the operator might have had something to do about that. For the week
I was in Whitehorse the doors of this gracious home was open to me
both day and night.They'd take us home after a party, feed us and send
us off to bed. When I grow older in years I hope I may be as young as
they are in spirit.
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WHITEHORSE.

Sunshine-cold brisk days-with the snow crunching under one's
feet.IDg cabins and modern buildings.It all seemed tp lay so peacefully
under winter's blanket of snow.The river,white and still,yet with that
feeling of expectancy as if one were always looking for something.People
eager and alive.

Hugh 'red barracks fill a whole square block,weather worn and
windows out.Large enough to house a regiment but ~ longer needed.There
are no lone prospectors coming from Dawson with pokes of gold to be
way-laid by murderers who made this their business.And in this build-
ing is the scaffold, I looked up with horror,here men were hung by the
neck until they were dead.It seemed a terrible retribution,yet they
had no compassion on their victims.How can a bright and shiny metal
make such beasts out of what is supposed to be man.

Have seen the cabin of Sam lcGee,the door was locked but I

And th~sat Sam, looking cool and calm,in the herot of the furnace
roar:

And he wore a smile you could see a mile,and he said, "Please
close that door. II

Walked up to the Whitehorse Rapids and wondered how a boat
could ever get through that mad,white whirling water leaping over
boulders and now turned to a jade green on the ice below.It looked so
cruel.On the bank of the river is a log cabin dedicated to Robert
Service and a guest book where many names are written.I could'nt re-
strain from putting my own name down and adding, "Taku to Fairbanks
by dogteam or bust~

I talked to the children in school,who were far more inter-
ested in my dogs than they were in me,I realized I would have made a'
bigger hit,had I driven my dogteam into the school-room,but what would
the teacher have said?

I visited the hospital and talked to three old prospectors
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from Kluane way. "My girl you have a tough trip ahead of you.One
glacier to go over in which many lives have been lost, between Kluane
and the Chisana.lt was a rough road in the early days and no one has
been over it for years': "But no, I am not going by way of Chisana'.'A
glacier was something I positively would not go over, I can get cold
enough without sitting on an ice-cap. "I am going in a straight line
from Burwash Landing to Tanana Crossing, the way the planes fly~ "But
no white man has ever been that way before. There is no trail.The
country is filled with niggerheads~

"Niggerheads"--what are they--with or with-out life.lt seemed
they had something to do with the topography 9f the country.Tall bunches
of grass, where you have to jump from one to the other, and if you missed
you fell in mud and muck up to you'r waist.They sounded like the bogs
of Ireland my grandfather used to tell me about. Well perhaps they would
be frozen over, at any rate they would be covered with snow aBd there
was an unsual heavy snowfall over the whole of the North this winte~.
I have known the buck-brush of British Coillumbia,the devil-clubs of
Southeastern Alaska, I must know the higger-heads of the Yukon.

I had tea with the Sergearotand his charming and beautiful
wife. What is it about this country that puts a merry twinkle into the
eyes of all men c Ls it the "Strange sights they have seen" or do they
know the "Secret tales of the Arctic trails~ However men that have
danced with mad-women, ~'going outside with an escort", in their best
uniforms and boots on the sandy banks of the Yukon must have some sense
of humor.lt may-be only the reflection of the Northern Itghts or
star-dust from the cold bright stars.

I climbed up the hill to the landing-field.God must have
0"

f looked far ahead when heccarved this perfect table, high above the Yukon.
From the days when men scantily clad broke their hearts to get to Dawson,
long days of weeks and months of toiling into an unknown country.Today
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boys in wollen ski suits,fur parkas,and mukluks land here in a few
hours from all parts of the North.

Joe Crosson and Walter Hall flY down from Fairbanks in
the Pacific Alaska Airways Lookheed Electra, dips his wings in salute
over White-horse and goes on to Juneau.A message from Walter Hall "tell
Mary Joyce,its a hell-of-a long ways to Fairbanks.And he measures
distance by mountains and lakes and rivers at one hundred and eighty
miles an hour,and I measure those same mountains and rivers at twenty-
five miles a day if a good trail. maybe he's right.

Vern Brookwater with the big tri-motored Ford of the White
Pass makes three trips from Skagway with freight and passangers.Bob
Randal with the Pilgrim of Northern Airways comes in from Dawson just
at dark.It's forty below and a stromg wind blowing,I dash out to help
him turn its tail into the wind,put wood under the skis,and tie the
wings down, cover the moter and drain the oil.It takes longer than
unharnessing the dogs and one's hands get just as cold.Flying during
the winter months in the north is not all sitting in a warm cock-pit.
Re carries penshables and case after case of eggs to Dawson,I wondered
what would happen if he had a forced landing.he'd be allover the eggs
or the eggs would be allover him.

Rave seen the snowmobiles and caterpillars take off for
Dawson towing three or four bob-sleds loaded down with freight.The

the snowmobiles are replacing the cats. and can amke from ten to
twelve miles.There are two drivers who take turns and drive continually
both day and night.Passangers are not catered to,if you wished to
spend the winter in Dawson, you should have been there by this time,
however if you missed the last boat, you may have an air-conditioned
de-luxe apartment on top of the freight. This is an accomodation I do
not believe you are charged for but it most likely will be taken out
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of you'r hide.Personally I'd rather go by dogteam,or take my chances
with the eggs,tpey at least make a good shampoo.

Whitehorse in the moonlight, stars twinRling in a blue Heaven
northen lights flashing across a clear cold sky, diamonds dancing on a
field of snow, one Mountie to the left of me and one to the right,we
walked down to the river's edge.The old stern-wheelers, large white
river boats covered with snow seemed so out of place there on the river
ban~.What relation could they have to this white frozen river?I asked
"What do you do in Whitehorse all winter long--no shows '' "Curl;lthey
echoed--" just simply cur-L" Stupid answer and more stupid question.
But what could they answer, I can't answer myself.What is it that grips
our hearts and will not let us go?

"No shows~ There's a show in Whitehorse every day.The young
Indian that freighted for Bryant Washburn on Kaskawulch glacier comes
in from Kluane lake with his dogteam, but minus one ear.It seems the
dogs got in a fight,and in parting them he fell down and ahe of the
dogs bit his ear clear off.Not content with that the dirty dog swallow-
ed it,or he might have kept it frozen and had the Doctor sew it back
on. Stranger things have happened.Everyone laughed heartily and thought
the poor dog had very slim pickings--expect no sympathy in the Yukon.

The handsome young officer from Teslin three hundred miles
away arrives With his dogteam.Black fur cap tied under his chin, hand-
some fur parka, beaded moose moccassins up to his knees,beaded caribou
mitts up to his elbow.An Irishman in His Majestie's service.He told
me IIthe greatest hardship L!' ~~.ever had to endure on the trail was
when ~e ran out of marmelade~

A young man fresh from England asked at the Northern Com-
mercial company "which are the warmest, snowshoes or moccassinsr the
clerk replied,lIsnowshoes of course~ "I'll take half a dozen pair~
A new Customed officer was being trained at the Summit on Lake Bennett
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In checking over the outfit of an American he came across a double-
-bitted ax and shouted to his superior officer "Hey, your honor, heres

a bloody bloke trying to chate the customs with two axes on one handle~
One night we all snowshoed two miles up the hill and across

the landing field through the woods to a log cabin to dance until three
o'clock in the morning.A japanese lantern lit the doorway, lighted on
the inside by an open fire-place and candles shielded by artistic
shades with scenes of the North,moos8 and caribou.We danced in ski
suits and moccassins to the tunes of IIIsle of Capr-e" and'';"fingleBells"
This must be romance and if you wish to be popular in the North pu~
on you'r own snowshoes and see that they stay on.Not that our men are
not gallant--they are--far more than any I have ever known, but if you
make a nuisance of yourself, there are times when you'll get left at
home.While it's not always necessary to keep your own hands warm, at
least be capable of doing so.

Whitehorse was not all play and no work.Every day I cooked
hugh amounts of corn-meal and tallow for the dogs, they were begining
to get ~estless and straining at their chains.Every time I entered the
the barn their paws would come up on my shoulders.I was t91d quite
sternly I pet them too much which is considered poor etiquette in a
dog musher,but I like friendly dogs out of whose eyes gleam love
rather than hatred.I also wish to get to Fairbanks in one piece and
I want the dogs to have as much fun going there as I am having. They
tell me I will be the last one over the trail,that dogs are done, so
long as the North stands for romance, so long as there are hearts thax
dream dogs will never be done.Theres a thrill to driving a dogteam r
found in no other sport.Though you cannot sing a song, songs will be

written on Y9ur soul.

I exchanged my Yukon sled with its narrow runners that bury
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thems~lves in deep snow,for an oak toboggan.I would have p~eferred
birch because it is so much lighter,but did'nt have time to have one
made.The handlebars and brake weFetransferred to the toboggan. The
Indians seldom use either,but I like something to hang on to and one
can help the shaft dog around trees.They put raw mo?se hide on its
bow which stuck up in the air about two feet,so if I hit anything it
would'nt crack the wood.It looked ~like an old Spanish Galleon.

The most important thing was food for the dogs and light
that can be carried on the sled,one can not cook dog food on the trail.
I went over to Taylors&aDru:bY61'SiBdthey brought out what looked to be
sheets of cardboard and yet resembled the skin of a fish.What manner
of salmon is this?It had a most unpleasant odor.My mind went back to
the Taku-to the fat red Kings,bright and silver out of icy salt water,
a dog will stay fat all winter on half a salmon a day.I examined it
as one does a piece of material, turning it over and over.It seemed to
be of good quality,what there was of it. Ills this--the best you have~
"Its all we have~ "But Whitehorse is on the Yukon, surely the salmon
run up the Yukon~ "My d~~~ girl, you are on the headwaters of the Yukon
which travels northwest from here till it touches the Arctic Circle
and down toward the West to the Bering Sea,hundreds of miles away~
I felt like a'0small{eh:ll,ld;J.w:l!l(bser~p>aa2entwas explaining, why r could not
play, with my best doll today because it came from China many miles away.
It dawned on me that if the poor fish had to beat his way up the Yukon
from Norton Sound across the whole of Alaska ana into one o~ England'S
oolonies,no wonder his bones were broken and nothing left but the skin.
"r'll take about fifty yards,and tallow~ A dog must have fat especi~lly
in the winter time to keep him warm.

Wires from New York to Fairbanks, IIGo by way of Dawson.Do not
go by Burwas0- Way~ "But why-I must know why~ "Because there is a broken
trail to Dawson and shelter cabins all the way,because from Burwash

,\,
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to Tanana Crossing there is no trail,there are no cabins~ But did'nt
they know I had a tent and stove,there was no trail over the Sloko
Summit.

The parting of the ways,the highway or the byway.The high-
way led to the North, the byway led to the West.To the North a broken
but long and lonely trail,Dawson four hundred miles away.To the West
a broken trail and two traveling companions for two hundred miles to
Burwash~from Burwash Landing to Tanana Crossing - what-? I did not
know but knew I must find out.If and when I got to Tanana, I would be
practically in Fairbanks, and from Dawson I would be still a long ways
away.

They have made the road to Dawson sound so easy that anyone
could do it, and if anyone could do it why should I?Now while my feet
are young let me know the unknown trails,when I grow old I shall go
knitting in a wheelchair down the road to Dawson.There is perhaps no
human being more stubborn than a woman,unless its aJman.I could'nt
go by Dawson now even if I had wanted to.The West held a facination
for me that I could not resist.

"The trails of the world be countless,and most of the trails
be tried;

You tread on the heels of many, till you come where the ways
divide;

And one lies safe in the sunshine,and the other is drear and
wan,

Yet you look aslant at the lone trail,and the lone trail
lures you on.

And somehow you're sick of the highway,with its noise and its
easy needs,

And you seek the risk of the, by-way and you reek not where
it leads:

Anyway who are these boys from Fairbanks,sailing the uncharted sea of
the sky,out of the blue and into the fog.Its as if you said "do as T

say,not as I do~ Was there fear in yourr heart as your0. determined
chin grew more determined and yourr black eyes flashed through the
fog at Point ,Barrow.You were only over the Arctic Ocean.Nice landings.

How about you looking like a school boy, blond hair and merry
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blue eyes coming down from Barrow with your winter shoes on. True you
needed your skis at Barrow,but what about Fairbanks with the snow and
the ice gone? So you go out and land at Harding lake and send for your
wheels.And you, did you swallow the cigar you were chewing because you
could not light it in the plane,when the sky jumped out from under you
and you fell two thousand feet.You said "What would I have done had I
been in the hood~ Did you bump your red head when you crashed through
the ice at Telegraph Creek.Was there fear in your heart as you flew
across the Bering Sea and into Siberia?Fear for your friend perhaps.
Are you all so eager and alive today,because tomorrow you may be dead?
You are not afraid to live because you may be afraid to die.One walks
with head held high and proud,perhaps to hide the fear and terror in
one's heart. You who lead the way-should tell me not to follow.

Have lingered in Whitehorse a week,my toboggan is finished,
I seemed to be filled up and the dogs leave part of their food.I have
gone over my outfit and things that seemed very important at first,do
not seem so important now,so am sending my sled and one hundred pounds
over the White Pass and back to Juneap.

It perhaps still is a long ways to Fairbanks and although I
had hopes of getting there before the ice goes out in the spring I had
no hopes of getting there for the Ice Carnival the fifth of March;but
despite all warnings the people have been very encourageing.

We danced at the Whitehorse Inn Saturday night until midnight,
had supper and danced until dawn.The others went home and to bed."We'll
see you off at seven A.M~I knew if I went to bed I would'nt get up,so
packed my baggage and lashed my toboggan as day was breaking and th~
Norhtern lights like balls of fire hurried across the sky~

I went through the corridors calling very softl~ for the
manager,and finally in desperation calling very 10udly.After all I
could go without breakfast,buy I could'nt very well leave without

I:

I
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paying my bill.They might say,"She left between two Suns",its a reputa-
tion in the North one can never live down.He finally awakened and I
paid my bill, had toast and coffee and hit the trail for a rest.
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Chapter 7. SAFARIE BY DOG TEAMS.
WIITEHORSE TO BURWASH LANDING.

Jan.25, '35--Feb.4, '36.

Mrs.Jean Jacquot wife of the big game outfitter at Kluane
Lake and Clyde Wann,who brought the first plane into the Yukon,each
driving five big malamutes called for me at the Inn.I brought up the
rear and we galloped down the main street with all the stray dogs of
the town following us ,disturbing the Sabbath morning with their barks
and howls.We soon left a sleeping Whitehorse and if I have taken a
bit of your hearts with me,I am leaving you part of mine in return.

Bright sunshine filled the world,lighting up the peaks of
snowcovered mountains and painting them every color of the rainbow~as
we traveled up one hill and galloped down another.At noon we built a
fire had hot tea,hardtack and cold meat~It is a luxury I never per-
mitted myself before but now the days are longer and we travel a great-
er distance.Nothing ever tastes as good as hot tea on the trail,and
we had a very good trail.In this land of airplanes it is surprising
how many dogteams are driven by prospectors, trappers and the Indians.
I suppose the day will come when trapping and prospecting will all be
done by planes

The dogs keep up a steady trot all day.I can't walk and keep
up to them and every time I jump on the toboggan their heads turn
around and 'their brown eyes look back at me with reproach.I tell theil,
"well look, the others are riding:' and they seem to say "You've never
riden before, why should you nowlt They are no doubt spoiledd, but I am
so accustomed to walking now I almost pr.efer it,besides its good for
one,and I do get a chance to ride down the hills without them knowi~g
it,otherwise its mostly a dog-trot all day.

There are cabins with stoves in them every night to stop at,
and hugh barns for the dogs. They used to use horses over this road
hauling freight to the gold mine at Chisana.So all we have to do is
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chop wood for the night and leave kindling for those that come after
us, and woe be the man that does not leave kindling if he is found out,
it is an offense not tolerated by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
It has saved many a man's life.

r thought r was pretty good on the trail for a woman until
I traveled with Mrs.Jacquot, but then she is better than most men.It
keeps me hustling doing my share and keeping up with them,but my rep~ta-
tion depends on it or next time I may find myself traveling alone.
Everyone has his hands full t~king care of his own dogteam.

Each day is gloriously beautiful,new mountains to gaze on,
new riv~rs to cross.There is much wagging of fifteen dog tails, and much
laughter and gaiety among ourselves.I wish that everyone might know
the joy of this.The temperature stays around twenty below, just right
for traveling without a parka.

Two and a half days took us to Champagne.I was a quarter of
a mile behind the others,I can't resist stoPfng my team and gazing
around. The others have seen these scenes before and are likely to again
but as I can't take them with me I must enjoy them now and as far as
possible imprint them on my memory, I do not want to-lose them.I climbed
a small hill, and down in the vally below me were perhaps a dozen log
cabins,with smoke curling up from the chimneys and my companions un-
harnessing their dogs in front of one of them.Above these cabins on
a high plateau stood perhaps two dozen minature modern houses, painted
white with blue or green shutters and doors and red roofs.It resembled
whatrnight be a child's Utopia,it stood so beautiful and bright there
in the sunlight.

I took some pictures,the dogs were becoming impatient.Cabins
usually meant a rest for them and lots to eat,espectally cabins with
smoke coming out of the chimneys.I thought I might miss my own lunch,

so jumped on the sled,put my foot on the break and we dashed down the
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hill.Soon the dogs were unharnessed and after lunch hugh amounts of
cornneal,tallow and fish was cooking for them.We decided to remain the
next day to rest ourselves and the dogs.

Champagne has two trading posts and the last post-office I
would encounter for some time to comeQMy load was still heavy.I took
everything off the sled and dumped it on the floor.If I did'nt need
all this on the trail,I would want it at Fairbanks.Skates,I should
like at the carnival, extra ski suit I might go through the ice.I fin-
ally got a box and after filling it,it weighed fifty pounds,which I
sent back to 'fhitehorse to be taken to Fairbanks by plane. My load from.
here on consisted of the bare necessities of travel~

The next day I fed the dogs twice and wandered around. There
are two white men here,one Mountie and the agent at the trading post.
I walked up to the doll houses and my Utopia turned out to be an Indian
graveyard,with everything in them the occupant might need in the happy
hunting ground of the hereafter,even to snowshoes.I decided snowshoes
might be an optimistic thought in anyones hereafter ,I hope I need t3

them myself.

That night we danced in the combination trading post and
postoffice.Any event is an excuse for a dance in the Yukon.A hugh
stove in one end,on shelves and hanging from the walls all kinds of
trappers supplies;guns, traps, snowshoes, moccasins, sleeping bags and other
necessities.In the warehouse behind bales of this seasons furs were
beginning toaccunulate;muskrat,beaver,mink,cross and silver foxes,
and a few immense wolf hides.

The agent for Taylor and Drury was about to buy the best
looking pair of riding breeches in the store until I told him they
we're girl's. He asked, "how do you know,' but I told him if he did' nt
know he was too young to learn.He said "If you determine the sex of

the breeches I will buy~ After all he gave me potlatch for my dogs~
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one good turn deserves another and I perhaps saved him from future
embarrassment.

Dancing with the Mountie I warned him not to bump into that
other couple, looking around he saw no one else dancing and asked me
if I came all the way from Taku just to kid him. I told him I'd kid
everyone I could.I was the first white girl they had danced with for
months,but daybreak comes early and I had twenty-five miles to dance
the next day.

Today dawned clear and warm,with a temperature of twenty abO~g'0
,too warm for traveling.We had not left Champagne far behind until we
were all mushing along barehanded, bareheaded and in very light sweaters,
and still the perspiration rolled down my back.The dogs were very lazy
only coming to life when they saw a rabbit jump across the trail and
Pete (Mrs.Jacquot) shoot it with a twenty-two.They all hoped they'ad
get it for dinner that night.

About two miles from each roadhouse we would stop and cut
small dry trees and pack them on the toboggans to the cabin£The trees
around the cabins have been cut down long ago.Many times there were
long hills to go down and although I used dog chains and lashed the
wood as tight as possible on top of my load, and then tried to steady
it with my body, they would start rolling and I often landed at the
bottom of the hill in a snowdrift.

We were all very tired that night, it ia'nt the trail thats
killing me it's the night clubs in your cities.The temperature drop-
ped in twenty-four hours from twenty above to fifteen below, which was
more to our liking.

I was very anxious to see Bear Creek summit, I had been warned
not to come over it alone and wondered if it would be anything llike
Sloko Summit.lt was a small winding mountain trail we climbed in a few
hours,however one looked down a thousand feet and had to keep the to--
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boggan turned on its side to keep it from slipping. There were no trees
to stop one if it started rolling.

There was a heavy ground fog which felt cold and damp.We left
our caps and mittens on.Midafternoon I wished I had my parka on and late
afternoon I put this wish into execution, although ones hands get cold
while doing it and usually one is too warm afterwards.In my journey so
far I have found a fur parka too hot for traveling unless one rides
all the time.

The second night out we arrived at an inhabited roadhouse.
It seemed wonderful to go into a warm cabin,no wood to chop,no foon to
thaw 9ut and cook. The dogs were fed on caribou and they needed it.Here
I learned how to mush dogs from a man that had done it for thirty years
after all one should learn something in half a lifetime,although I did
wonder why he protruded so far in front.He must have become tired of it
because he went to Los Angeles and brought back a school-teacher.,she was
a very good cook too.She told me what she fiad given up to come to the
Yukon-electric lights and stove,hot and cold running water,steamheated
apartment and a Plymouth.I remembered the Chrysler roadster I had left
in Los Angeles to exchange for a dogteam in Alaska and none too soon
either,I had been arrested six times in the last two months I was there.
It was very unlikely I would be ever be arrested for speeding with a
dogteam in Alaska.We visited a trapper and a few Indians were camped
nearby.

The next morning we left at nine-thirty and had gone only a
couple miles when my dogs began to gvowl and I heard something behind
me.Looking around I saw two dogteams and called softly to Clyde Wann~
"There's someone behind us;' he gave one look and shouted at the top of
his voice "Hey Pete the savages are coming~ I was completely startled
and did'nt know whether to defend myself or not.I had not heard of the
Indians being savage since my schoolbook days.
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Mrs.Jacquot was a ways ahead but I saw her turn around and
heard her voice ring out "They' 11 go ahead': she stopped her team and
holloareEl:-"l"You--goafiead~'they hesitated for a minute and then put on
their snowshoes and swung their teams out around me and back into the
trail ahead of her.It had snowed a couple inches and their going ahead
would make it easier for us and they had no loads as we dmd,although I
did feel quite sorry for them, however if I had been told to go ahead by
Mrs.Jacquot I would not have hesitated.She can pick a hundred pound dog
out of a dog fight and through him into a snowdrift as I would a rubber
ball.An Indian will camp on a trail for a week at a time waiting for
a white man to break trail for him.He'snot in a hurry,he is'nt going
anyplace.Later in the day we caught up with them and Mrs.Jacquot went
ahead and they swung their teams in behind me.Taku did1nt much like
another dogteam behind him,he uncurled his tail and seemed afraid they
would pounce down on top of him.I noticed it increased his speed and
he was'nt pulling much today anyway.I'm told when a dog does'nt work
you're supposed to beat him, but I never do, if he does'nt work today
he will tomorrow,just so they dont all decide not to work the same day.
There are days when I dont feel like working myself and I would resent
a beating terribly.

The affair with the Indians in the eqrly morning kept me in
gales of laughter all afternoon.Every time Clyde looked around I tried
to straighten my face,I was afraid he would not know I was laughing with
him instead of at bim,not that I think he'd give a dam.We arrived at
Kloo lake early afternoon and stopped at a small trading post, there
we~e several small cabins around. The village is built on top of a glacier
you dont believe that,neither did I until I dug down a couple inches '
and struck ice.The tradder was expecting us and had cooked a hugh
caribou roast with browned potatoes, vegetables and lots of gravey.I'~
ashamed to say we eat nearly all of it,and I could hardly move to feed

Joyce-page 40.
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my dogs.I slept on the floor in the store on a mattress of bear and
wolf hides and it felt Heavenly.

We left at eight thirty the next morning after a hearty break-
fast.Ten below and a black sky above with a few blue pockets.Came over
Boutterlier summit which was quite like Bear summit,except the trail
was very badly drifted and straight down in places, the toboggan kept
sliding and although a cold wind was blowing the sweat ran down my back.
We arrived at Silver south end of Kluane lake at five-thirty, twenty _
five miles in eight hours having taken one hour out for lunch. The wind
was drifting the snow so we could'nt see the trail a few minutes after,
we'd been over it.We started a fire in one of the cabins and after

L

cooking our supper went visiting.

A trapper had just come in with his dogteam and he told me,
lilt's no news when a dog bites a man,but when a man bites a dog,thats
news '' It seems B;i2fhx.:lgotcaught in one of his traps and before he could
stop his team the dogs were on top of the fox,not wishing the pelt to
be torn to pieces he tried to get to the fox and got tangled up with
the whole mess-man,fox and dogs.The fox reached up and @dlt the man
across the bridge of the nose and under the upper teeth."What do yOU)
mean you bit the dog, it looks to me as if the fox bit you~

"(\l\'<!.'('

There are three or four white~hB~eaandna couple dozen Indians
One wfiite~mahlls married to an Indian woman,they have four children~one
daughter about sixteen,tall and slender whose eyes gleamed like black
diamonds under black straight eyebrows,black hair and bronze skin.She
looked very beautiful sitting at a small table reading by candle light.
I walked over and asked her what she was reading,she held up the booKs
and after glancing at them and then her surrounding, I wondered what
there could be here to satisfy the soul of a girl who read Keats and
Shelly,but perhaps thats why she was reading them.

The wind howled all night but died down at dawn.We traveled

t _.\
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up the lake all morning and entered a small cove at noon to fix our
lunch at the cabin af anwln~illanaNoman.After lunch we started out again
intending to stop all night at the cabin of a white man farther up tee
lake which we reached at three o'clock.Both"Petell and Ellyde said "Well
I dont know if you can stand it or no t.l' "Bt.and whatr "The odor of the
cabin,he keeps mink and cooks the food inside~ I told them I had smell-
ed mink food cooking before and many other disagreeable odors.I could
stand it if they could for a warm place to sleep.

They drew up in front of the cabin and stopped thier teams.
I halted mine behind their sleds.A man came out and they went into the
cabin with him, a few seconds lQ/tterthey came out,Clyde came back to me
and said "go have a sniff~ "What do you mean,have a sniff,you are get-
ting pretty. finakey~ I walked in to warm my hands and closedC the door
after me.But I could'nt warm my hands.What was it?It hit me in the face
and nearly knocked me down.This was'nt mink food,mink food is bad

\

enough,but not this bad.This was something I'd nev.er smelled before.lt
was'nt anything you could put your finger on.I was curious enough to
want to diagnose it.I determined to take one more chance and took one
breath.lt did'nt seem to be any on~ thing,more a combination of all the
most disagreeable odors I have ever smelled in all my life.lt was'nt
decent, it attacked from all sides and seemed to penetrate one's whole
body.I felt that I could'nt live if I took one more breath and so
stumbled to the door.I can st~nd a lot, but not that.I looked around
to see if there was'nt an old barn we could stay in,but realized if
we did stop here we'd have to stay in the house.Mrs.Jacquot told the
man she thought we could make Burwash that night, there would be a moon-
Ah--yes--and God's fresh air.

We went on for a couple miles,but it was getting dark,the dogs
we~e tired,and twenty miles to go.If we unloaded and went in with empty

sleds we could perhaps get there by midnight, but then we'd have to come
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back for our baggage the next day."Might just as well hit the timber
and camtt for the night'! Clyde asked me "How big is your tentJt "Nine
by seven I think~' When he unfloaded it he said II It looks more like a
two by four,I dont care for Rag Houses anywa~ I've had enough of them~
I told him he'd be surprised it was so warm and comfortable.We tied it
between two trees and set up the stove. Clyde chopped the wood and I
carried it in and started the fire,Pete fed the dogs and after collect-
ing our sleeping bags, cooking uten sils and food we all moved in.There
did'nt seem to be much room, I most likely was off a couple feet in each
direction.We sat around the stove on our sleeping bags with our backs
against the walls of the tent.After thawing out our food we cooked and
a~e it.They kept stuffing the stove with wood and said they couldnt get
warm.I moved back into the fartheBtsco~nen8and finally moved outside to
get cooled off.I must be getting used to a rag house.

The next morning after taking down the tent and loading our
supplies we left ~ten o'clock.The thermometer registered eighteen
below,it was'nt long until we were out of the bay and the shelter of
spruce trees.We had to leave the right bank and travel up the middle
of the lake and here we got the full benefit of the north wind.To reach
Burwash we had to head into a howling gale,nor could we cross the lake
and hit the opposite bank,we'd only have to retrace our ste~s and the
distance would be too 10ng.The dogs despised it,they dont mind going
with a blizzard,it helps them along, but they hated a head wind like
this,and so d~dII.I thought my nose would freeze and drop right off.
The wind whistled through the space where my socks hit me below the
knees and my parka hit me above the knees.I kept rubbing my cheek that
turned toward the northwind.I had once seen a man with a white nose
and chin and two white patches on his cheeks and asked what was wrong
with his face and was told it was freezing.He looked so like a clown
I had to laugh.I did not wish to arrive at Burwash looking like a clown

I

•
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and tried to keep my head below the sled.My knees had long since
ceased to be cold and were just numb,but they seemed to function and
I kept hitting them with my hands.There was no excuse for this.I had hip
length mukluks in the bottom of my sled,but it had seemed so warm there
in the bay.I finally grabbed a pair of moccasins out of the hind sack

on the handlebars and tried to tie them around my knees but they would-
nt stay on, it seems moccasins were made for feet and not knees.

After we'd been out in this a couple hours a sort of beard
of frost and snow a quater of an inch thick formed on our faces and
eyelashes so that now my face seemed no longer cold and I felt quite
warm. Another hour took us to a point on the lake where we turned to-
ward the west~the wind now swept by the hood of my parka,we were no
longer heading into it,and there was Burwash in the distance.There was
something flapping on the lake and the dogs started after it, they thought
it was a coyote to chase,I jumped on the back of the sled.The coyote.
turned out to be a flag,the~e;~eneeman~rmf them,marking the landing
field on the lake.

Coming into these P.A.A. radio stations is like coming home
to mother after a long journey, it was my only contact with the out-
side world. Like receiving letters after many months.Jean Jacquot and
the operator, Red Wadell, came to greet me and told me to go in and get
warm,but I was'nt cold then, only after standing by the fire in a warm
room did I begin to shiver.It was two o'clock,we had only been out four
hours and had covered twenty miles,it seemed much longer.

We were all famished. Jean had a roast of sheep waiting fon
us seasoned as only the French know how.It was my first taste of sh~ep
I had been told it was more delicious than any other game.I was not
disappointed.Whitehorse to Burwash--two hundred miles-nine days travel-
ing time and. It's sikty below tonight.
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You will not find Burwash on the map but it is situated on
the Northwest end of Kiliuanelake.lt is a small village by itself.Fro~
here Jean Jacquot starts his hunting parties,big game hunters from all
over the United States and Europe bag their game here and go back to
brag about it to their friends. They pick the largest heads from herds
of caribou and moose,climb the mountains peaks for the largest ram and
perhaps shoot a bear on the way home.While their friends only see a
beautiful mount hanging from the wall,they see the colored rock on the
walls of the canyon of the Donjek.A smile plays around their lips,lines
of care leave their face and they're again telling stories or singing
songs around their campfire,with the Sun goin down in the west bless-
ing them and bathing the world 1fuilts glory.

From here I could sent messages to Canyon Island which were
relayed twelve miles to my own home on the Taku.I received wires from
Juneau to Fairbanks.Messages of encouragement and cheer.Masterpieces
of wit and humor.lf they tbought I was going into the wilderness to be
lost they gave indication of it but told me of trading posts I could
look for on the headwaters of the Tanana. I wanted to tell them if I
were lost in getting to Tanana Crossing not to look for me,but I did-
nt have the courage.I did tell them I would not travel if it got below
forty-five.Thats what I thought.

I cooked gallons of cornmeal,oatmeal ,frozen white fish and
bear fat,which looked like hugh slabs of bacon for the dogs.The bear-
fat seemed to do them more good than all the rest,although the third
da¥ Tip turned up his nose at it.The brothers gobbled everything they
could get and like mysely never could get enough. Jean has the only
cows I have seen leaving the Taku and I drank three and four glasses
at a meal.I crave milk and ice cream more than anything else.After the
second day the cavity which was my stomach seemed to be quite satisfied
after a workingman's normal meal.



For a year little Jean Jacquot age six had imitated Jerry
Jones.He wanted to walk,talk and look like Jerry.I could hardly blame
him,Jerry is something to look at as he steps out of the silvered
Electra-in his uniform of blue.But Jean's idol came crashing at his
feet when one day last summer Jerry stopped on his way to Fairbanks
with Eileene and Gail.He asked his mother "Why---Jerry Jones---go "
San Diego-buy himself--girl and baby?

The fourth day Jean packed my grub box and in spite of my
proyests besides the old standby of rice,beans and meat,:added bread

a large pound cake,marmelade and other delicacies.We had alse cooked
a large mulligan. The temperature the last two days has been arourtd
thirty, and forty at night.The extreme cold seemed to be over 2n} n~
and not likely to occur again.Everything was loaded on the toboggan
tent, stove, sleeping bag, gun, our own fogd;'aIldall the dog food we could
pack.r left my large pair of snowshoes here, I was told I would'nt need
them,that Jonny Allen would break trail, all I'd have to do was ride.
It sounded very easy, too easy.The next trading post was Snag on the
White river one hundred and fifty miles away.
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For two nights it has been sixty below and would warm up to
forty during the day.I was more than comfortable in a log cabin with
a stove,although I had to break the ice to wash my face in the morning~
on the trail we all washed in snow.My toboggan needed fixing, so Jean
and Clyde strung it up on beams with a heavy weight in the middle and
put the.hump back where it was supposed to be,I'd lost it someplace
on the trail.We took the sleigh bells off the dogs harnesses so we
could get caribou and mmse if we needed to and to compensate them put
hugh red pommels on the top their clooars.Pete says"they travel much
better that way~and they did look striking against their black glossy
coats.



on either side.Every time the toboggan hit a tree gobs of snow would
come down on my head.Early afternoon I was running behind a toboggan

Chapter 8. Joyce-page 47.
Burwash Landing To Snag.
Feb.9, '36--Feb.I6, '36.

The dogs were brought out and harnessed,they seemed to have
more pep than they'd ever ~~~ before,perhaps it was the bear fat.My
weight on the break would not hold them, and Red Wedell hung on to Tip.
It was thirty below and we had twenty-five miles to go to the trapping
cabin of Allen.Red let go of Tip, I lifted my foot from the break, shout-
ed lIall rightll and we dashed out the gate and ar-ound the corner. When
it seemed safe I turned and waved a quick farewell.

We had a broken trail and soon were on top of the hill in a
clearing and here the wind was blowing.It had seemed warm enough in
the vally without a parka but I needed it here.I took off my mitts,
pulled it out of the lashing and with one foot on the break and much
difficulty in holding the dogs got it over my head.By this time my hands
were quite cold.At noon Allen built a fire, melted snow and made tea~

We followed the bank of the Kluana river,this is the most
dangerous river in the Yukon,fed by warm springs which keeps it open
in places all winter. The trail so narrow that boughs brushed my cheeks

on whos handlebars I could hardly keep my hands,in and around trees
and sometimes getting wedged between them.I became very hot. lisa these
are niggerheads~ The toboggan rolled back and forth like a ship in the
trough of heavy wauss.

We arrived at Allen's cabin before dark,unharnessed the dogs
unloaded the toboggans,and while I built a fire he got rabbits out of
his snairs and set them again.He then lined rabbits and caribou around
the stove to thaw out for the dogs.We ourselves had sheep chops,bread
and gravy, rolls and marmelade for dessert and as always much tea.The
thermometer registers forty-five below and the barometer is rising.
Sky clear and stars bright.
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Feb.IO, '36. This morning it is sixty below.Over coffee I
suggested "Per-haps we should not travel t.cday]'merely an echo from
my own thoughts,but Allen replied IISeventy,eighty,--all same--me go~
I knew of course people did not travel in this cold weather unless they
had to, and that this would be the coldest weather he had ever been out
in.I had no desire to stop myself the second day out of Kluane unless
absolutely necessary, and if he could take it so could I.On my shoulders
depended the prestige of the white race.

If we could make thirty miles today we would come to the trap-
ping cabin of Tom Dixon and it would'nt be too bad if we had a cabin to
stop in.I had to stop three times to warm my hands before I got my to-
boggan lashed,and I was able to only harness two dogs when I'd have to
dash into the cabin to warm them again. One can not do anything in mitts
and gloves are not warm.

I pulled the wolverine an the hood of my parka as close to
my face as possible and we left at nine o'clock.The fog raising from
the open Kluane was so thick I could'nt see Allen fifty feet ahead of
me.Wfh-'hado.:togo very slow, the dogs were coughing, their coats were white,
their breath looked like puffs of smoke from a chimney.I experienced
the greatest difficulty in breathing, each inhaliation felt like the
sharp edge of a knife cutting my Lung s v I'he sun came out about noon ,_.:;..~
which amde traveling much easier.

There was fresh snow on the trail which made the toboggans
pull hard and we finally put on snowshoes and walked ahead of the dogs.

~ ~\\We were now following a trappers oabin on the headwaters of the Kluane
river. The sun went down and it again became very colrl,we traveled o~.
and on,bend after bend on the river.lt started to get dark.! wondered
if we would ever come to the cabin. IIHow much fartherJt "Couple miles I!

We'~ go a quarter of a mile to the west,a bend,and then a
quarter of a mile to the north.Two hours later,we must have covered
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six miles anyway, "how much farther, are you sure you haverrt gone by it~
"Couple miles--not--far now~ I had not minded sixty below too much,but
I did mind sixty below on a river in the black of night.More bends, I
could not see them but I knew when we turned.I could barely make out
Tip at the head of his team~and finally I could not see Taku in front
of the toboggan. e were on the edge of the river with hugh cakes of ice
piled up which made the going very rough.I held on to the handlebars
and thought if I do fal:tl'b.etp{!e.e:t.kuhemperhaps my snowshoes will catch
and hold me up.I took the flashlight out of the hindsack,but the battery
was frozen and it would'nt light.By this time I could'nt even see the
sled and I gripped the handlebars tighte~,I could hear the water rush-
ing under the lce.1 hoped the dogs knew what they were doing because I
did'nt.I had long since ceased asking questions,I now knew what a
"couple miles meant'.'I also knew regardless of whether we had passed
the cabin or not our only hope lay in keeping moving. It was too dark
and too cold to put up the tent and chop wood.Suddenly I felt slush
beneath my feet,the toboggan turned to the right and we were going up
a steep bank of the river.We had arrived.

I said I would not travel if the thermometer got below fifty
and I never even dreamed of traveling in the dark,I had done both.And
now that we were in a warm cabin I forgot my terror on the river. Its
sixty below,the barometer has gone up fifteen points since morning.lts
the first time Allen has been on snowshoes all winter, he says "My foot
hurts and I'm tired~ I may be tired,I dont know or care, I only know I'm
glad to be here.Glad to be able to feel another emotion rather than the
dumb despair I experienced on the river.

I tied Taku away from his team to give him the advantage of
a dog-house.Evidently he'd sooner be cold than be away from his brothers
so I had to get up at midnight and put him closer to them .Allen slept



the sleep of the very tired,and I kept the fire going all night,only
toward morning did I fall into a deep sleep and dia not wake up until
eight o'clock.

Joyce-page 50.

Feb. II, 136. After a hurried -breakfast and. leaving a not-e
for Tom Dixon thanking him for the use of his cabin which we had help-
ed ourselves to,we got- away at ten oiclock.It was forty-eight below,

I was both interested and facinated by the sensation of my
but the barometer had dropped five points.

hands in the process of getting cold. There seemed to be three distinct
stages.No matter what the thermometer registered it always seemed cold-
er in the morning.I would roll up my sleeping bag,we would then tear
down the tent and stove and start a fire outside.I would td\~~bart to
lash my toboggan.First my hands would feel cold, then they would be cold
from this stage on they started to ache, and when I thought I could no

-longer stand the ach~BB-: they would pass into a sort of numbness.When
I could no longer use them,it was time to warm them,and the whole pro-
cess was reversed in thawing them out.It was much easier when we had

We were now off the river and we traveled through the woods.
a cabin to stop in.

we built a fire for lunch melted snow and made tea which always tastes
more like spruce than it does tea.~e crossed the Donjek river shortly
after lunch,the toboggan was taking them head on today.I kept up a steady
dog-trot helping Taku around trees and through the scrub brush.My hands
and shoulders perspired even in this cold weather.It was too cold with-
out a parka and too hot with one.Never have I followed a more crooked
trail or a rougher one.

We hit the bank of the Donjek again. Tip went to the edge and
looked down,space seems to facinate him.I tipped the toboggan on its
side and as we passed I had no desire to look down. The loose snow and
cold is hard on the dogs feet. They ball up and the dogs lie down and
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bite it off.None of their feet are bleeding however.
The trail led tha:1oughthick underbrush and for two miles seem-

ed more like a jungle~vines so thig~ly interwoven could1nt see patch
of blue above, many places having to crawl under on our hands and knees.
It seemed very good to get out of it.High mountains on either side, un-
known,unnamed by a civilization.

We had hopes of meeting some Indians that were trapping in
this district and now came across their cache on the trail,although they
had not been here for some t~me.We traveled on and came to a trail that
branched off toward the west and written on the snow "'i'lolfMountain",
This imformation for my guide I took it.Sign posts in the wilderness.
We wanted to find the Indiansand get meat if possible,we were running
short on dog food,the other trail kept toward the north and we did'nt
know where the Indians were camped.

Allen decided to shoot.I was standing near my dogs,Baldy and
Taku are desperately afraid of a gun, the others look for rabbits or a
moose.Allen pulled the trigger and more smoke seemed to come up in his
face than went out the barrel.I dashed forward to see if he were hurt,
but he was only scared.I must take better care of my guide than he does
of me,after all he could get along very nicely without me,but lid be

. ',~l lost without him.Atiny part near the bolt had snapped, perhaps because
1' .. ~~ ....

the gun was so cold.We listened for an answering shot, but did'nt hear any.
We kept on toward the north and came to a small lake,the dogs

smelled caribou tracks, put their ears back and took off down the middle
of the lake.I had more sense of speed than live ever had in a plane.We
arrived at the head of the lake and found the Indian's tent.They came
back after dark from trapping.

Never was one white fleecy cloud more welcome in a blue Heaven
than the one that appeared toward evening, only to disappear into a cold
bright starry night.However it's warmed up to forty below and the bar-
ometer is dropping. ~

\
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Feb.I2, '36. The Indians had killed two caribou the day before
which I bought from them.We were getting Iowan both our own food and»
dog food.I stayed in the tent while the Indians went for the caEibou
and Allen went to break trail.I developed a perfect passion for the
therometer and barometer and saw the saw the temperature rise from forty
below at six A.M. to sixteen below at six P.M. the barometer dropped
fifteen points during the day.We could hope for warmer weather ana I
was glad to see a grey day.

Feb.I3, '36. The \e~meter seemed to creep up on me during
the night and actually dropped down again so it was forty below when
we left this morning with a caribou and a half to the good.In spite of
the trail Allen had broken the day before,the going was hard for the
dogs,they kept breaking through and I wore snowshoes.If possible the
niggerheads became niggerly and the scrub brush scrubbier. The dogs would
jump up on a'log and down again, I would lift the bow of the toboggan
onto the log~the dogs would pull, the toboggan would balance in midair
and slap down with a bang, and I would go over after it less gracefully
on snowshoes.Around trees and behind trees,I'd pull the handlebars this
way and that way.Suddenly the bow hit something,the handlebars swered
to the right and the toboggan fell over on its side.I must have had a
very tight grip or my mitt caught on the sled, because my arm seemed
jerked from its socket,I was, pulled off my feet and thrown into the
snow between two trees.I felt diZZy and very sick to my stomach.It was
the most terrifically sudden pain I had ever felt in all my life. Tears
sprang to my eyes and rolled down my cheeks,but girls do not cry on
their way to Fairbanks,especially if there 1s no one around to hear those.,
cries and the tears felt very unpleasant and froze on my cheeks.

I gathered myself up.I had not seen Allen since early morning
I was'nt even sure I was on the right trail.Miles back one trail had
branched off to the left,I hoped it was the trail to the caribou kill.
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Tip had followed this trail and I had relied on his judgement.Now I
only had one arm to go over and under logs, I went on and on and won-
dered what I'a done had I broken a leg.I finally caught up with Allen
who had tea ready. It's marvelous what a cup of tea can do even for a
helpless arm.

As if to compensate for the rough going of this morning,we
came to a frozen winding m~untain stream and followed it up Wolf moun-
tain.We took off our snowshoes, rabbits darted across the trail, the dogs
became alert and started to run.We camped beside the stream at five
o'clock.I was delighted to see a cloudy skYpit's only zero and the rag
house seemed nice and warm tonight

Feb.I4, '36. From here on I became disinterested in the ther-
mometer.It was fourteen below and cloudy,warm and snowibg slightly, but
18d sooner have anything than that extreme cold.

We followed the mountain stream and reached the summit of Wolf
mountain at noonp~oing down on the other side of the mountain the ice
was thin and we had to hit through the woods.We put on snowshoes and Allen
went ahead,he went very slowly and seemed to limp.I as.ked him"whatstthe
matter with your foot" and 1].ereplied "it hurts~ I told him I would beeak
trail and tried to, but my small trail shoes would bury themselves in the
deep snow and become lodged between niggerheads.I'd have to reach down
and pull them loose with my hands.l could'nt even go as fast as he could
and cussed myself for leaving my large pair at Kluane.

'fe traveled along the bank and on the stream when possible,
there was no trail and the trees and brush were very thick,we made very
poor time.Toward mid-afternoon we hit the stream again, crossing from

"

side to side, over and around big boulders.The going was much easier but
the ice was very thin. ve came to the canyon with sheer rock on either
side, there w~s a bridge~of ice on one side and white water on the other
leaping over rocks.Allen tasted the ice with an ax and got safely over
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but it was'nt so easy with the dogs and toboggan.The ice slanted toward
open water and the toboggans would slide.He put a long rope on the bow
and I hung on to the tail rope,in this way we got the two teams across.
As we neared the foot of the mountain the i~e got more solid,but Tip
would take no dog's word for it and kept testing 1tewith his pwn paw
before he'd lead his ream across.

Feb.I5, '36. We continued on the stream when possible and
along the bank when we found open water. Strange as it may seem we were
running short on grub and dog food.A caribou and a half does not last
long with ten ravenous dogs.We came to the White river and crossed to the
opposite bank where it was open, there was one log across on which Allen
crossed and cut poles to build a bridge.I sat on the toboggan and rest-
ed,I was coughing and had a pain in my chest.lt took an hour to get the
dogteams across.It was noon and I suggested we have lunch,we could get
clear water and have tea that tasted like tea and not like spruce boughs.
I felt so weak I wondered how I could put one snowshoe in front of the
other all afternoon.I thought it was due to only the coffee we'd had for
breakfast.We hope to come to a trading post at Snag on the White river
in two days

Allen said "May-be Jack Dolan-no home. Sometime-stay on trap-
line two months~It was a pleasant prospect to look forward to~'but we are
supposed to be able to live off the country if we have to~ There were
fresh moose tracks and we hoped to be able to get one,since breaking his
own gun Allen has carried my 30-06 on his toboggan.

I felt much better after tea and we went on through the woods
The underbrush was very thick,the toboggan catching on trees,but the .dogs
going very fast,they smelled game. I ahd a hard time keeping up with them
on snowshoes that were also catching on snags, and branches slapping my
face, I fell down many times.

We hit the river agafun and took off our snowshoes, the dogs were
wild with excitement, there were many tracks of moose and coyote,we heard
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them yelping in the distance.Never in all their doggy days have so many
smelilisgreeted their nostrals.

We traveled down the White river,a coyote appeared in the dis-
tance and the dogs took after it at a gallop,we both jumped on the sleds
there was no snow on the ice and it was marvelous going after the tough
places we'd been through.It was not to last however,the water was soon
coming up on our toboggans and we had to hit for snow and the sandbars.
The water froze immediately and we had to scrape it off the bottom of the
sleds,after a short distance we were able to follow along the edge of
the ice.

I stopped to rest my dogs when I heard a shot ring out and Tip
took off nearly leaving" me with no dogteam.I rounded a bend and caught
sight of Allen standing on top of his load with the gun in his hands,his
dogs racing madly after a moose,while barks and shots broke the stillness
of the White.He finally got his dogs stopped and went over to investigate
but the moose had taken off,and there went Hope on four legs if Jack Dolan
is not home.How badly we needed it,but a moose is not an easy animal to
shoot from a racing dogteam,who seem to have their own idea of how a
moose should be caught.

We had to get off the river to camp early for the night because
everything had tp be taken off the sleds, a hugh fire built to thaw off
the ice and dry them out.Allen pointed to a mountain and at it's base is
Snag, trading post of Jack Dolan.While he looked for a camp site I held
the dogs.It had been a dark grey day when suddenly the sun burst through.
clouds and the whole side of a mountain glowed orange ~ike the poppy
fields of California.

Feb.I6, '36. The thermometer dropped during the night so that
now it registered thirty-eight below.It seemed very cold breaking camp
and harnessing the dGgs.I hoped Jack Dolan would be home, it would mean
food and a warm cabin to sleep in.

Sometimes we traveled through deep snow and other ti~es the
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going was very good on the river, although we had to watch out for slush
ice.We stopped at noon and had· tea along the bank of the White~The whole
White valley lay north and south with high mountains on either side, and
what looked like a white mist in the dark sky was the sun going down.

Allen again voiced his doubt."may-be Jack Dolan---no---home"
Perhaps he wanted to prepare me for the worst, however I was in no mood
to be prepared.A hungry woman is not to be trifled with, especially one
with a pain in her chest."He'd better be home or I'll break down his
door~ Allen looked quite shocked,an Indian of course would not dare break
into a white man's cabin, but I was quite capable of it.Desperation makes
for bold.ness.¥!hatis a trading post without a trader,and a trader's place
is a his post.

We had hoped to find snowshoe tracks of some trapper but we
came across no signs of human habitation and we were very close to Snag.
A coyote appeared and the dogs who are always looking for some sign of
game took after it,so that we arrived long before we expected to.There
were three or four cabins, but no smoke and no sign of life.We went on a
little farther and there was smoke curling up from a chimney.Allen rapped
on the door and. shouted back at me "Dolan home i' He had arrived two days
before from Stewant four hundred miles away and it had taken him two mont~

Snag.Trading Post of Jack Dolan.Yukon Territory.
Jack Dolan came out and helped me unharness the dogs.He was

1:1 \ • Ia little skinny man, much smaller than I am,with long brown hair down to ~~
shoulders.A wide stiff brimmed brown hat sat straight on his head.He did'
nt walk,he seemed to glide and always to one side like a man that had
followed a dogteam for many years.He had come here twenty-five years~ago
during the Chisana gold rush and had never married not even an Indian.
He would sit for hours with his head in his hands, I wondered vagae~ywhat
had brought him and more strangely why he stayed, but life does not hold
the same meaning for all, certainly he was'nt getting rich buying fur from
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the Indians.Very few of them were trapping and most of them were dying
from tuberiliulosis even the children.He seemed rather to belong to that
group of men, lone prospectors,who from the early days have written their
names across the pages of Alaskan hist6ry,though they have not found gold
they have found the gold of the sunsets, and through the years clutch
hope tight to their breasts.

I was very curious to'know how my guide would be accepted here
among the Indians.Four years ago he had come with his dogteam and carried
off the Chief's daughter to the lake of Kluane.She evidently had not
pleased him for he returned her to the home of her father within the

tlyear. He said "She would' nt talk;' and I had thought "slLenc e a golden

The Indians now came in and drawing chairs close to the fire
thing in a woman.

slumped down with a greeting to no one.For hours they sat humped over
like so many statues made of stone.They made me nervous, I asked Mr.Dolan
why they sat there and he said "to keep warm, so they won't have to chop
wood for t.hemsel.veal' Johnny Allen now came in at dark.He did'nt glance
at his wife nor did she look up.It seemed impossible to me that they

once •
~ who hadNheld each other close in their arms should have nothing to say

to each other now.
The second day a young white trapper came in,his Indian wife

had died the month before.He spoke of her with sadness in his voice
as one does of a helpless puppy they have lost.He said "I'll see that
Allen takes back his wife~ And here was white man's law speaking with
revenge. The Chief himself was over sixty and stood well over six feet.
He was like a man already dead, his spirit seemed killed, no hope gleamed
from his eyes. His daughter seemed willing to bear any burden that might
be placed upon her young shoulders, that love was giving even unto death

I and made no demands, not like a ball she could catch and hold tight in
her hands.They would all come to the trading post in the early morning
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and sit all day not uttering a sound.It was very depressing.
I felt very ill myself and so weak I could hardly walk.I had

the most severe pain in my chest and a lump in my throat where my Adam's
apple should have been.l wondered if I were going to have pneumonia and
die here in the wilderness.What would become of the dogs?

The first night we had arrived I had examined Allen's foot that
had hurt him all the way from Kluane.I picked out with a tweezers a
splinter an inch long which he had very carefully sealed in with"new
skin" and adheasive so that it could'nt have come out had dlt wanted to.
I had also asked Jack Dolan if he had any mustard, but he did'nt.

The mentholatum I carried in my own medicine kit would not
touch this something that seemed to be closing up my lungs nor destroy
the lump that stopped my breathing.What a coward I am, put how lonely
the wilderness?How far far away from anyone that cares whether I live
or die, and people are dying from the "Flu" this winter with the best of
care.I am quite sure now I am going to die, but I should not mind so
much if I had someone to hold my hand.

During the long nights I could hear Allen and Dolan snoring
in the trading posts, I could have gotten up and with my bare hands
strangled both of them there in their beds.I wondered if I got worse
whether to send Allen ~ack to Kluane to wire for a plane, but would they
take the dogs and I'd most likelt be better or dead before a plane could
get here.

There was nothing to do but wait and in the meantime do every-
thing. I could.I had so little with me, I had not planned on getting the
Flu,but they had all had it at Kfuuane lake before I'd gotten there.I~
could not eat but drank hugh amounts of caribou broth.Jack Dolan found
a belladona plaster which I applied Ghe second day, and hoped I might be
able to leave·the next day.

But the next morning I was gasping for breath and could'nt

t
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speak above a whisper.The belladona had done no good, I got up in des-
peration,I must get out of here.I was very indignant.This was a trading
post,store and home.Whats any of these things without mustard,especially
a home,I'd never been in a home before where they did'nt have mustard.
Perhaps if I got back on the trail I might feel better, any thing was better
than this.

I got dressed and went into the kitchen where they were having
breakfast."But you must have mustard-someplace-somewhere~ Dolan said"
"Well I used to have some around,You might find it in the store~I started
looking and finally found it behind a lot of boxes.He said" the lid has
been off it for three years and it most likely it'nt any good~I tasted

hit and it tasted quite like flour,ibut this was what I needed an old
/fashioned remedy.It was a double old fashioned when I finished mixing

it.I ripped the be11adona off my chest and applied the mustard very
carefully, it felt nice and warm and seemed to give immediate re1ief.I
went to bed and fell asleep.

When I woke up I realized I would apply no more mustard plasters
for many a day to come and would most likely carry the scars <hi) thisLo,ne:
to Fairbanks,but I felt much better and my chest was 100se.There seemed
to be nothing more I could do in the matter of first aid, if anything I
had done too much and I might as well take off.

I packed in the evening but the next morning still felt very
weak and de cLded to wai t ancj.ner day ..Al1en went hunting but returned in
the evening with no game.Dolen cooked dog feed and I s~ayed in bed all day
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SNAG TO TANANA CROSSING.
Feb.2I,' j6.--Ifar.I, '30.

Feb.2I, '36.- We Bad been here four days~Allen's foot was
better and although I was still very weak,my throat and chest evebetter
I was really afraid to stay any longer, I did not want people looking for
me, and I was afraid to leave.Dolan was going on his trap line as soon
as we left, I asked him to wait two days so if I got worse I could come bak

'l'> We lashed the tobogga.ns and hitched up the dogs.Tip was feeling
quite frisky and took a bite at S~ikine where upon all the brothers had
him down in a minute.I thought they would tear him apart,and all I could
was scream.I can usually manage my own dogs but I could hardly help har-
ness them this morning.Allen got them apart while a dozen Indians stoo~
around open-mouthed.lt is always a miracle to me how Ti emer'es from
these skirmishes without a scratch,and as cocky as ever.The brothers
would'nt touch him if he did'nt bother-thQ,mand they will put up with
his growls but as soon as he bites one of them he has the rest~of them
to answer to.

We had twenty-five miles to go to the cabin of Chief Johnson
Allen's father-in-law where we hoped to pick up dried meat for the dogs.
Dolan could give us very little as he was short himself.We had a broken
trail for two miles and then put on snowshoes, and what snow.I had been
told that in the Interior there was always a light snowfall,only on the
coast did we get much snow~Thats what they say in the Interior~ I do not
mind breaking trail when my snowshoes only go down to my knees, but I do
resent it when I go down up to my neck and the snow gets in my ears.
Both oD us went ahead of the dogs and very slowly.

Around noon we ohear-d another dogteam behind us and saw Indians
coming.I thought to myself "is'nt that just like the Indians to let us
break trail and then come along behind11 wished I could pick up the trail
after me,but they very shortly caught up with us and Chief Johnson him-
self went ahead of Allen.I was very much ashamed of myself, Allen who was
tired from breaking trail all morning dropped in behind me.We then changed
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the dogteams and put my team ahead.~e continued this all afternoon,the
three of us walking ahead and three dogteam following with l\Jrs.Johnson
bringing up the rear.~e had to camp ten miles this side of his cabin.

Feb.22, '31). We made Chief Johnson's cabin at eleven-thirty~
had lunch and decided to leave the dogs here and break trail ahead.Allen
and I broke trail all afternoon returning at dark when we fed the dogs
and ourselves.I was very tired and so was Allen.

Feb.23, '31). e left at nine o'clock and covered the trail it
took us all afternoon to break, in an hour and a half.Then deep, deep snow.
we were all in at noon but felt much better after tea.We trudged along
all afternoon, both of us going ahead of the dogs and coming back to lift
the toboggans out of niggerheads,if the dogs stop they can't get the'
toboggans started again.I now know what niggerheads are.My dogs look at
me as if they think I'm crazy and there are times when I thing they're
right.Paws once lifted to my hands in salute now remain on the ground,
eyes that once looked into mine with nothing but adoration now look with
reproach.

About three o'clock in the afternoon we came to a lake,and the
broken trail of the Scotty Creek Indians,there was three or four inches
of snow on it,but it had a solid foundation.Allen stopped his team,took
off his snowshoes and jumped on the back of his toboggan.He looked around
and said"blue sky-coming up~ Itlwas,--'adark grey _day·:;;IsleoKed·:)up,:into the
Heavens and toctd him "Its the broken trail you found rather than any
blue in the s~y~

We rode for aways and then went ahead again so as to save the
dogs as much as possible.Crossed the headwaters of little Scotty Creek,
which flows down into the Tanana.There was much overflow on the ice and
we had to put brush on it to keep the toboggans from getting wet.Followed
Indian trail across two lakes until we hit little Scotty again at five
o'clock,there was deep water so we turned around and camped for the night.
It was zero and seemed very hot.

!
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Feb.24, '3S. It's twenty below this morning, the sun is shining and the
barometer is rising~we can look for colder weather.We hit Scotty creek
again, the dogs were going pretty fast when I heard the ice cracking and
saw it bending under Allen's team.We left the creek and hit the edge of
a lake with glare ice,as we were rounding a bend the toboggan started
sliding and I jumped off to steady it and went right through the ice
up to my waist.I screamed for Allen but my own dogs stopped and I was
oth of it long before Allen could reach me.It was a nuisence having to
stop and build a fire, every thing froze immdiately,i even had to thaw
out my socks before I could pull them 9ff and it was'nt too warm chang-

the boundry between tne.~Yakon'anaethe Territory of Alaska.
All afternoon we ahve been dropping down into the Tanana valley

we came through scrub brush,creeks and lakes,but hit no more slush ice.
I doubt if my sled could carry any me~e witbput sinking anyway.At four
o'clock I had my first glimpse of the headwaters of the Tanana and the
village of Scot~y.There were anyway a dozen buildings and it seemed
gorgeous to see a cabin again.The place was deserted.I picked the largest
and most beautiful log cabin to stop in,on the highest hill commanding
a magnificent view of the river.I walked up to take possession,I felt as
if I'd just as soon spend the rest of my life here,but it seemed that I
was'nt going to spend it in this particular cabin,the door was locked
and bolted.We went around to all the cabins and the smallest one was the
o~ly one unlocked.

We had hoped to find the Indians here to get information about
trading posts and food for the dogs, but they seemed to have left the

country.We fed the dogs the last bit of dried meat we had, they have been

l.
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going on half rations for a couple nights~built a large fire and dried
out the toboggans.On the door of one of the cabins is written IIGod--me--
good Indian.I want--lynx--coyote-wolf--mink~It looked as if someone had
promised him if he'd be good, all the good things of life would be his.
After he's a Christian for a couple of years he will begin to doubt
that statement.

Feb.25, '36. 'e very reluctantly left a warm cabin and followed
an Indian trail down the river. There was no way of knowing how long since
the Indians had been over it.It was covered with snow and at least a month
old.We were grateful for any kind of a trail.Twenty-five miles farther
on we hope to come to a trading post I had been told about before leaving
Kluane

All day we followed the trail,about three o'clock we came to
another deserted cabin and Allen pointed to the base of a mountain wgere
a trading post is supposed to be.We kept on the trail until nearly dark
when Allen thought the trail was going away from the post,perhaps to
some trapping grounds of the Indians.We retraced our trail and came
back to stay in the cabin all night.I climbed the ladder to the cache
but it was empty.

~e fed the dogs on our emergency rations. Ten pounds of oatmeal
for ten starving dogs,and a thin slice of bear fat. They wagged their
tails in appreBtlt~on,thinking this was just a little extra until they
really got fed.When they saw, that was all they were going to get,they
howled on protest, and I closed my ears and went inside to warm up the
last half inch of burned mulligan.I thought perhaps we should save this.

Allen thought the trail led in the wrong direction.I got out
the map and compass ,the trail seemed to lead to the north. I was so glad.
the lines on the map,the compass and the trail all agreed,because it
really did'nt matter anyway, regardless of what any of them read we would
have to follow the trail~and just hope it would lead to human habitation
and food.We could'nt very well break a fresh trail on empty stomachs,and
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the dogs needed a rest and lots of food. There were snowshoe tracks from
this cabin also leading toward the west.

I looked around the cabin and found a note addressed to aggie.
Romance on the Tanana. It was not sealed and I read it. lIMaggie-_I--go--
Nabeana.Sorry--I--no see--you~So was I very sorry indeed I did not see
him.Nabesna was just the place I wished to came in contact with.I got
out the wire I had received two weeks before at Kluane and read "At
Nabesna on the headwaters of tbe Tanana you will come to a Trading Post
owned by a German,he is very hard to understand,on account, he can't wear
his atore teetb,but a very good egg.He will do everything possible to
help you~

I could have cried.Where is this good egg,I don't care if he
has'nt a hair on his head nor a tooth in his mouth, just so his cache is
full. I'm hungry.Where are the herds of caribou I was told would block
my trail, there isnt even a wolf in tbis country, nothing for them to live
on.I even tbought back of the eight slices of bread I had so laVishly
heaped on Chief Johnson and his poor wife.And so in my selfishness fell
asleep.

Feb.25, '36. I had been so concerned about my stomacb I had
not noticed how cold it was getting. The thermometer registered fifty below
when we got up at six o'clock and had coffee.I suggested to Allen he go
take a look and see where the other snowshoe tracks went.He seemed to be
gone al long time, but finally arrived wi th the news "Whi te man--over there
lots of food--and smoked salmon-for dogs. ~abesna--thirty miles--north~

We harnessed the dogs and arrived there in half an hour. How
good it was to see a white man again, especially one that could bake bread.
like ;this.It was actually the best bread i had ever tasted in all my life~
and I ate eight slices just to get even with Chief Johnson.V'e were the
first people he had seem in two months and I was the first white person
in four~He seemed almost as glad to see us as we were to see him.
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He climbed up to his cache and brought down smoked salmon,this
was from the lower Yukon and the first I had seen since leaving the Taku.
We gave each of the dogs a whole salmon and then started a cooked feed
for them in the evening

I sat around all day and ate lots of bread,it tasted better
than candy.ln the north after baking a batch of bread the loaves are put
outside to freeze,and brought in as needed and thawed out,so that it al-
ways tastes like fresh bread and never becomes stale.I asked. him for the
receipt which he gave me in great detail and with more pride than any
cook I have ever known.I could not blame him~It was better bread than I
have ever known.I'll give it to YOU,It~ sure he would not mind.I have
since tried it myself and can recommend it.lt should be good bread,it has
all the rising properties I have ever heard of and some that I have'nt.
This is not sourdough bread
"Three Star Hops l'pu t. in tiny sack, I"by 2". Boil t hr. Squeeze.
3/4 cup rice
2_'p6tat0es
I cup sugar
I tablespoon salt
I teaspoon ginger. Cooked in 2 quarts water.
1/2 cup flour,stirred in cold water.Add to the ab~ve mixture while
still boiling, stir and boil, as in gravey.Cool.When luke warm add
one yeast cake that has been dissolved in tepid water.Stir and when
cool,put in quarts jars.Add these jars to the quarts of fruit in
your root house.It takes 3/4 cup of this conglomeration for eight
loaves of bread, and is enough to last all winter. Dont forget to L l,~.·:;
squeeze and be sure to take out the sack. This is the best bread
from Taku to Fairbanks.

Feb.27, '36.--It was fifty below when we got up to leave but
warmed up to forty be the time we were ready to leave.The old man de-
cided to go with us and visit the town of Nabesna for a couple of days.
It was fairly good going but not good enough for all of us to ride.We
wrere not out on the trail very long until I realized he was becoming
very tired.At noon we stopped and had lunch.He asked me if anything was
wrong with his nose and sure enough it was frozen,he thawed it out with
snow and st0rted on ahead of us.l asked Allen to give him a ride when he
caught up with him and as Allen passed I heard him say "want ride;'but

never slackened his team. When I caught him I gave him my handlebars to



hang on to and I ran in front of my team.Allen rode on ahead of us all
afternoon. I was indignant and called to him several times,he had a light
load as I was earring what supplies we had on my sled. The old man could
not travel fast and he was very cold.I took off my scarf and tied it
around his face.I caught up with Allen and told him if we left the old
man alone he would most likely freeze to death,and we started out again.
It was very late afternoon and getting awfully cold.I ran on ahead of my
team an the old man followed hanging on to the handlebars.Allen rode
on far ahead of both of us.I had no great desire to ride but I was fur-
ious to be left alone and this was not the first time.I put on more speed
caught up with Allen and jumped on his t&boggan and stayed there until
we crossed the Tanana to go into Nabesna,although I would have been
much more comfortable walking. It was too cold to ride but it slowed "Allen
down to our speed, so we all arrived together and intact.There is no~hing
more disheartening than to be left alone on a lonely trail far behind
a dagteam.

I tied Tip and turned over the toboggan. There seemed to be many
Indians around but I caught no glimpse of a white man.We all went in and
had tea with the Indians, it was fifty below and I wanted a warfficabin to
stop in and warm f60d to eat if possible, and this was where the German
trader was supposed to be.r was to learn 0ur traveling aompanion and the
trader were not on speaking terms, which was their business not mine.I now
spoke of going there when the old man spoke up and said "Oh nO,we das'nt
go there,him and me is bitter erienu.esl' "Well may-be you das'nt, but I dast'.'
and sent Allen down to find out.When he returned we drove our dogs down
to the trading post,and the old man was staying with the Indians.

We unharnessed our team while the trader held a light.He then
led the way into the most beautiful log cabin,as he opened the door
eight large white ·animals sprang up and surrounded us.l was frightened
for a moment but when he spoke to them they all wagged their tails and

1
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here was the most magnificent dogteam I have ever seen.They all looked
like big white wolves but were very friendly and came up to be petted.

He fed us and told me he was coming to meet me but get no- im-
formation and thought perhaps I had gone a different route.He wanted me
stay over a day and rest,but as I had just rested a day and was long over-
due decided to leave the next day.I brought in my sleeping bag and spread
it on the floor but he'd have none of it.He fixef his own bed for me with
clean sheets and a pillow and then put a large canvassaround the whole
thing making a bedroom and then told me to take off my clothes and get
a good rest.I did,it was the first time I'd had them off since leaving
Snag and the first bed I had slept in.I was deeply grateful.
~ek ~rol\~~\ He got up the ~~~ 5 morning, got breakfast and. then called me. Is
it any wonder I like to stop at trading posts.He kept up a continual flow
of conversation only part of which I could understand but it did'nt matter
Our traveling companion of the day before came in and bid me ggod-by,
neither of the men spoke to each other.It seemed quite funny but it was
their affair not mine and I was not carrying the quarrels of men down the
Tanana with me.

We harnessed the dogs and I want'ed to pay for pur food andc
lodgeing but he would'nt hear of it.He put on his fur cap and with his
eight dogs following him led us out of the town and put us on the right
trail.It was a fairly good trail, but we were on the Tanana now where they
use twenty-two inch sleds and drive their dogs double,our dogs were driven
tandem,and our toboggans were sixteen inches wide.To keep the toboggan
in the middle of the trail the dogs would have to walk between the runners
where the snow had not been broken down.It was too much to expect from an~
dogpso they kept in the trail of one runner with the toboggan pilling~up
the snow on one side.lt was much better however than no trail at all.

We covered the twenty-five miles to Tetlin in five and a half .~
hours,and arrived there just at dark.There were many log cabins, but all of
them seemed deserted,anyway there was no smoke curling up from the chimne~
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and that usually meant desertion. The cabins seemed sprauled over the whole
side of a hill on both sides of the river, and laid out in city blocks.
I was not used to cities.I held the dogs on one side of the river while
Allen went up the hill to find someone.He came back with a tradder in tow,
who helped me turn my team arourtd and led me back to a large deserted
building which turned out to be the hospital.The nurse was on her vacation
and I was to stay in this large building by myself, I was not used to so
~uch space.There were many beds, how would I know which one to sleep in.I
thought I'd rather put my sleeping bag behind someone's stove.lt had all
been arranged however that when MaryIJoyce came along with her dogteam
she was to have the best the town afforded.I was deeply touched and deeply
grateful.Why should these people trouble themselves about me and be so
very kind.lt was as if I had been their wandering child come home. I was
to learn the meaning of hospitality along the banks of the Tanana.

There was a fire started in the basement of the hospital and I
was left to wash up while smoked salmon was brought for the dogs.The schooi
teacher and his wife came down to see me~this was his first position,they
had only arrived the day before.They were very young and very excited and
enthuastic.They invited me for breakfast the next morning.

The trader came back and we went over to his cabin to eat.r
asked why the town was so deserted and he said "'I'heIndians are out on
their trap-lines,they'll be back in March and all their children with
them. School starts in April and lasts all summer until they go back 0__

trapping in the fall~It seemed like a good idea but hard to get used to.
Feb.29, '36. This morning I was awakened and told Joe Crosson

was looking for me,the report had come over the radio the night before.I
was very much ashamed,if I waihed to go through the wilderness it was my
own busillness,but I should see that I got there under my own power.There
was no way of sending any report until I got to Tanana Crossing and that
would take two days long traveling.

We harnessed the dogs and started at daybreak, the trader gave us
\
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two days smoked salmon as we would'nt come to another trading post until
we reached Tanana Crossing,he also sent his son with us for ten miles
to help break trail.Our own dogs very tired.

We traveled as fast as we could all day hoping to come to a
shelter cabin that was located thirty miles from Tetlin.The snow was deep
through the woods even on the broken trail and in the open no trace of
a trail at all,much time was lost in looking for it.

Allen haQ ~efG his snowshoes behind at Nabesna,he had been told
we'd have a broken trail all the way and so we Qid,but it had snowed six
inches.Even with two inches of snow once you have become used to snow-
shoes it is much easier walking with them.I went ahead and broke trail
with my team following me,they did not wish another dogteam between us.
Allen came along with his team ,hanging on to the handlebars, the poor
fellow was having a hard time of it breaking through the crust with every
oyher footstep. I'd just as soon leave one leg behind as a pair of snow-

i

shoes,one could'nt be much more helpless
It took three hours going up Tetlin summit, and was gettin dark

when we reached the top. The trees were so heavily ladened with snow not
one green branch could be seen,they looked like grotesque snowmen.The wind
was blowing on top of the mountain and here stretched below me was the
whole Tanana valley.I dont think I have ever looked upon a more frighteni~
scene or anything more desolate.I felt very small and understood for the
first time why the pilots had warned me not to come this way.It stretched
for miles and miles toward the north and south and seemed.not so much one
river but a hundred different rivers flowing in all directions,some were
frozen and some were running white water.It was a disturbing scene to
gaze on and put Terror into my heart.

The wind and snow were biting my cheeks as we drove to the edge
of the mountain and looked over." ow don't tell me I have to go down the
side of that thing~It was almost straight up and down and a~ least two .~
miles down.I had not come this far without going up and down a few mountains

/
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but they were usually winding trails.One tipped the toboggan on it's side
put one foot on the break and held the sled with the weight of your body
and hopped along on the other foo~.If you lost your balance your sled tip-
ped over and down the mountain.It was a thing to be avoided at all costs,
it entailed a lot of work and might break a dogs leg to say nothing of
your own neck if you happened to hit a tree.

None of this seemed to bother Johnny Allen,he seemed more like
a part of his sled, although he did get the splinter in his foot breaking
the toboggan with his foot instead of a br~l had a good mind now to
tell him if he got another splinter in any part of his anatomy I would
not take it out.

I got out two dog-chains and p~t a lock break around the bow of
of my toboggan, Allen started down first with no breaks and the last I saw
of him before I had to turn my attention to my own team he was hanging on
to his tail rops, he himself was being pulled along on his fanny wi th ~:his
two legs stuck out in front bracing himself.I stepped on my break which
was'nt much good in loose snow, swung low and the dogs galloped down the
mountain.One would be passed a tree before it could jump out at you.lt
was fun.

We decided we couldint make the shelter cabin,it was too dark
to find the trail so got out the rag house for the night and then found
we had left our caribou steaks on the roof-top of the trading post at
Nabesna.We came down to rice and beans, what did it matter,tomorrow we get
to Tanana Crossing.How I hoped I might get there before Joe Crosson,so I
could go into Fairbanks with him for the Ice Carnival.I was now too mate
to make it by dogteam.

Feb.30, '35. We ;eft early in the morning,a fog hung low and
thick.I went ahead breaking trail with my team following me.About ten 0'

clock we came to the cabin and Allen went in to look around and there was
a pair of snowshoes.We debated whether to take them or'not and then de-
cided it would be alright as whoever they belonged to would be ahead of us

,
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om the trail or else at Tanana Crossing.Allen now went ahead.
We stopped at one o'clock to build a fire and make tea when

suddenly we heard the roar of a plane, "But no pilot would be out in this
fog,that can't be Joe Crosson,it must not be~Up and down,up amd down the
Tanana it flew,we could'nt see it,we could only hear it.I found myself
screaming directions at him as if he could hear me,or as if I knew his
business better than he knew it himself. hen it seemed as if he were going
to take our very heads off I grabed two burning sticks and waved them at
him,I don't know how I expected him to see us when we could not see him.
As if in answer(to my prayer the plane headed north towa~d Tanana.

But one.does not have planes looking for one if they can help it
and if anything happened to Alaska's beloved Joe Crosson one might just
as well go into the wilderness and stay there.I wondered if we'd be able
to reach Tanana tonight,perhaps with empty sleds,we were going very slow
the dogs were tired and we lost much time looking for the trail. The wind
had blown all tracks of a dogteam and sled ever having been over it.There
were no blazes,there were no trees big enough to put them on if anyone
cared to do so.

But I was determined to get word to Fairbanks tonight."We'll
leave our loads here and come back tomorrow for them~I don't know what
the guide thought of this,but I ripped the load off my toboggan and cov-
ered it with the canvasrand he did the same.We started on and traveled
all afternoon.The sun went down,it had gone down in my heart long before.
We going through tundra with a scbub-brush here and there,there were no
trees,the Tanana river lay to our right but where was Tanana Crossing?
I had not known it could be so far.There were no words spoken between
uS,we saved our energy to encourage the dogs who now could hardly pull
empty sleds,or perhaps they had lost faith in us.The wind started to blow
and it got dark

We went on and on with our heads down the dogs following and
despair in my heart.It was a blizzard by this time.I had heard of men

I
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freezing to death outside their cabin door. Was I to be so close to

Tanana Crossing and never get there~but we had to get there,we had left

our sleeping bags back on the trail.

I had been told we would come to a landing field first,by that

we would know we were close to Tanana Crossin .1 have been looking for

a landing field for hours and wondered now if we left the sleds if weld

get there any faster.I began to ~hink if it were much farther the.dogs

would soon be pulling me instead of an empty toboggan.

We finally came to a patch of land where there was'nt even a

scrub brush,and in the middle of it are tbe tracks from the skis of an

airplane,and that d~~ectb~here in the dark must be a plane,but perhaps

weld better go up to make sure.f'Ilm so glad they left a plane or I

shouldlnt have recognized the field~
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TANANA CROSSING.

Have you ever been out in some isolated spot where you have'nt
had mail for months?Have you ever lived on a frozen river without seeing
another woman for six months?I have,and when you get one letter it's as
if Santa Clause had arrived,and when you dance it's as if you were danc-
ing into the very gates of Heaven.lf you have never known any of these
thing then you will never know how glad I was to get to Tanana Crossing.
I did not know I'd ever get there until I was there but thats what made

.. it exciting.
1e drove our teams up to the P.A.A. station and before we could

stop the operator and his wife were out to meet me.I kissed them both and
could have cried there in their arms but it would have looked so silly.
She said she had been so afraid they'd persuade me to go by way of Dawson
and they had wanted to s~e me. How badly I have wanted to see them for
twenty days.

All the dogs in the village started to howl,they smelled strange
dogteams,and from across the river every door was opened and Indaians
poured forth and came running over and into the satation,nor was it an
easy task getting them out but I was hungry.We had dinner and I went in
scearch of smoked salmon for the dogs.Now when I took a good look at them
they seemed pathically thin,and Nakinaw was chewing on an old bear skin,
we had given him for a bed.

Joe Crosson had gone on two days before. How was I to know he
had followed my trail in the sky all the way from Kluane Lake and losing
it there had landed on the lake where they told him I bad gone on that
morning.And a wire from Walter Hall rtTell Mary Joyce I have her otheer
pair of pants,got them from Bob Randall at Whitehorse,and for her to put
on a little more speed~Wires from Juneau, 'I'aku,\}'Ihitehorse, K]mane Lake
and Fairbanks.lIever mind what was in them, I'm not going to tell all.How
good it was to hear from the outside world again.

'- ;1
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There was to be a dance tonight any eBcas~on was an excuse
for a dance if they needed one.At every Indian camp I have stopped at
there has been a victrola and their favorite records are "The Isle of
Capre 11 and "She' 11 be coming Round the Mountain ~I I forgot I was tired.
The Indians boys were dressed in white shirts and ties, good looking
riding breeches and knee length beaded mocassins.The girls wore bright
bright colored dresses and were very pretty.When the boys esked the
girls to dance they would come up and bow, from the hip down with their
hand on their breast,elbow out.King Arthur himself could'nt have been
more chivalrous.The boys were very good dancers, they did not know the
latest steps,neither did I,but they seemed to possessthe music and their
bodies swayed to its rythm.I notice my guide giving some of the girls
the "corne hither look" and they would giggle.He seemed to be the guest
of honor, after all he had corne "with---white lady--from-lake of Kluane~'
He id'nt seem to be doing so bad,perhaps that's why it took him months
to get home afterwards.

I stayed at Tanana Crossing four days with the"Okerlands~'the
operator and his wife.There were no lanes, a fog low and thick hung over
the whole Tanana valley from here to Fairbanks.The first-day I had a
message from Robbie saying "Will be after you in the morning if O.K. by
you~ And how it would be O.K. by me.

The Ice Carnival at Fairbanks started the fifth of March and
I had been made Miss.Juneau by the Chamber of Commerce. You see when
you're in the wilderness you have no control over what they may make
you.There had been no contest no one else had a chance, I was merely
appointed. I would not lead you astray into thinking I am beautiful.

,Here I met the man at who's trading posts I had been receiving
so much kindness,with the exception o£ the post at Nabesna which had be-
longed to the German.He was a tall dark handsome man,dark hair and eyes

humerous mouth and. I do not believe I have ever seen so much tolerance
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in the face of any man.Perhaps he needed tolerance.
There is a missionary here and a school to bring white man's

civilization to the savages.If they are savages we are barbarians.They
got along much better before we ever came,and how can we be so sure we
are bringing to them something that is better than theillrs.'e are very
conceited to think we can bring God to a people that already possess h~m
We come in the name of God and if we care to be honest even to ourselves
we came to fill our own pocketbooks.We who claim to be so civilized,by
what standerds do we measure our own civilization?The world war to end
wars perhaps.If we must be barbarians let us not be barbarians in the
name of Jesus Christ,there are already too many crimes committed in
his name.

A traderrand a missionary are never on speaking terms.Why
should they be?The trader came to trade,he ~dmits it.The missionary
came to bring the gospil, but is stealing the trader's stuff. The Lndlans
girls learn to write and after they do their bibles are "Sears and Roebucit
andllMontgomery Ward" catalogues, so they can buy lipstick and pretty
clothes to make themselves beautiful so"Indian boy-marry them--in- white
man' s cnur-cnj'or- if they are particularilly beautiful"maybe--catchum --
white man~ Their demands are getting modern. 11 Johnny when--you--go Fair-
banks--bring me shees--high heels behind~ And Johnny most likely will
be heel enough to do it.They sit up at a counter and say"Ice cream--
6hocolate--taste~

Emma came in one night she was gloriously tight and woe be
the white man that gave her the makings. She put her head back and 3.1

shrieked with laughter.Emma should be dignified,it is only a few days
until her wedding,the bride's gown is already here from "Sears and Roe-
bucks~ Emma has been married a couple years,but she's a Christian now
and civilized,Johnny shall be made to do right by her.Johnny isnt so
sure,he does'nt see why he should be made to marry her twice,and he
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does'nt like church weddings anyway.Perhaps he has no pretty clothes.
It was'nt very long until Emma did'nt feel quite so good. There

were groans now where there had been laughte~ before and the words that
flowed from her mouth were not exactly the words of a prayer.We put her
on a cot,there was a rap on the door and the missionary entered. Silence
reigned.He walked over and stood looking down into her face,while she
clasped his hand kissing it and said "Jesus Christ-Jesus Christ-Jesus

so
Christ~ I have never seen a manxbowe d down by grief, his paceuwas\'.thet.p.a;c-
ture of despair and the burden of it seemed more that he could bear.

"The Northern lights have seen strange sights~'but I think the
strangest they ever did see at Tanana Cross was that night we bundled
Emma up, laid her in my toboggan and with one missionary,one radio oper-
ator and one dog-musher,we pulled her and pushed her across the Tanana
and it was no easy task getting her up the bank on the other side.I rem-
embered the story of the Marshall that had gone in to bring out a crazy
man,how he had broken trail for days ahead of his dogs, starving himself
and feeding the man lashed to the sled. How one night he finally reached
a roadhouse stumbling and falling down, willing hands assisted him,and
the man on the sled sat up and said "Who's crazy"?

The fifth day a plane arrived from Fairbanks. I had planned on
leaving the dogs here and coming back for them after the carnival.The
surrounding country looked even more desolate ~nd~ubrri~ndly from the
sky than it did on the trail,perhaps because one could see so much more
of it.We flew over the trail~I would be taking with the dogs after the
carnival.How small the cabins looked from above but I know them to be
mansions because live been there.We saw several moose and a small herd

,of buffalo which we circled,they did not look very friendly, I am told
they sometimes block the road on the Richardson Highway.

j
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Fairbanks,Golden City of the lorth,Home of the Pacific Alaska
t

Airways.All things end at Fairbanks and from here, all things begin.It is
the end of the Alaska railroed that has its beginning at Sewart,it iSEthe
end of the ~ichardson Highway that begins at Valdez.It is too vitally
alive to say it nestles among the hills in a low rolling country, I'd say
rather that it perched proudly on the banks of the Tanana,ready to strike
back at any attempt to destroy it.Log cabins mingle with modern buildings
that house a population of six thousand in who's veins the blood runs
thick and red and fast.It mothers and serves the whole of the Interior
of Alaska.

We swoopwd down on it and there was the Mayor ,the Carnival
committee and all my friends to greet me,how good it was to see them all
again. The Fairbanks Ice Carnival starts tonight with the selection of
Miss Alaska and would I enter the beauty contest?Iot if I could help it.

The girls were to parade in evening dresses,ski suits and bathing suits.
My clothes had not arrived from Juneau by plane, and anyway I should show
the legs that mushed a thousand miles.

For a week dogteams have been arriving from Indian villages
on the lower Yukon, Nulato, Ruby, Kokrines; from Circle,north of Fairbanks
from all small villages around Fairbanks,and a Doctor brou ht his team
from Nome by plane.Some arrived under their own power and others were
brought by train.Siberians, Malamutes, Huskies and Wolf gogs all to enter
the Grand Dog Derby.Their howls all night mingled with gay laughter of
a people who had cast all care aside,the long winter was over,Spring
had come and the ice would soon go out. For two days people have been
coming by plane from rome Nulato,Ruby,Mc GRath,in the ITorthwest,two
hundred strong from Anchorage in the South by railroad, and many from

,Dawson by plane.
Hockey games and curling games, dances that lasted all night

Fairbanks never slept.They'd had the whole black winter to sleep in
",-
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Chap II. Joyce-page 82.

Tanana Crossing to Fairbanks.
larch 16, '35---March 25, '36.

My arrival back in Tanana Crossing was greeted by wild howls
on the part of the dogs.I aad to go over and pet each one seperately.,
they alltalked to me and told me what a swellttime they'd had and how
well they'd been fed.They were all plump amd peppy and they're black
glossy coats gleamed in the sunlight as their paws came up on my shoulders

For the third time I asked the guide what he wanted to eat on
the trail and for the third time I received the same reply "Me no like---
white man's grub~ I have found out myself I can travel much better on
rice,beans and boiled meat than on anything else,with lots of fat.How
disgusting.But that does not mean that I object to some of the delicacies
and I have noticed that when I take marmelade,the guide eats as much of
it as I do.

Every young Indian in Tanana Crossing wanted to guide me as
far as Big Delta,One wanted to go clear to Fairbanks,he had no dogteam
but he said he could walk,hB wanted a divorse.Civilization brings com~
plications.I picked the one that talked the least,I do not like my land-
scapes cluttered up with a lot of jabbering.

We left the P.A.A. radio station on a beautiful Spring morning
This is what every dog musher dreams of-Spring,blue skies,and a hard
trail. The whole town turned out to see us off as we headed our teams
down thw valley.

At noon we stopped to rest ourselves and dogs.Now instead of
building a fire to make tea we drank coffee out of a Thermos bottle. .
There is perhaps a vast difference between the people of British Columbia
and the People of the YUKon. The only difference I have noticed between
the Yukonders and the Alaskans is that one drinks tea and the other coffee

We reached the top of the hill and Tim stopped his team ahead
of me.There he stood outlined sharply against a flaming sky, tall and

- I
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slender with his hand pointing to the sun going down in the West. This
was so much a part of him I could not help but envy him and all his race.
Sorrow followed envy.As the sun dies in the West, so dies his race.

'f/ehad a long and steep hill to go down, he said "you wait here
and after I take my team down I will come back for yours~ I told him I
could get down all right but he was afraid of it.He started down and my
team followed,I would have had a hard time holding them and when he
reached the bottom he seemed surprised that that I was behind him and
in one piece.

'l'hatevening we reached annlndian camp, he told all the Indians
about the long and steep hill I had come down and kept repeating "My God
that---steep hill--you come down~ I had gained his respect. The trader
from Tanana Crossing was there with his dogteam on his way back from
Fairbanks with a brother of my guide.His dogs looked like big black
wolves.They did not wag their tails and I was afraid of them.He told me
if they ever get loose he has to set snai~to catch them.

March 17, '36.We all left the next morning early.Two dogteams
for Tanana and two for Fairbanks.The second day was much like the first
except I wished I had a twenty-two inch sled instead of -a toboggan,how-
ever one can't change sleds for every 10cality.We again stopped at an
Indian settlement for the night. I had a small cabin to myself,the door
was closed and I was getting supper.I thought I was alone and when I
turned around there wep.e two Indian women sitting just inside the door.
I had not heard them come in nor did they speak until I had discovered
them when they started to giggle.But they had come for a purpose to tell
me of their troubles.It seemed the Doctor at Fairbanks had not been down
for a year and their stomachs hurt~You give--us medicine--for stomach?
~ut I have no medicine with me~ And they went into detail about where
it hurt and how and always ended up by insisting I give them "medicine
for stomach~ I did not know how I would get rid of them, I did'nt even

I
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have an Aspirin to rid myself of them, how I longed for one. "They said
IIanything will do, something to swallow or rub outside '.'I fifually got
rid of them by telling them I would ask the Doctor in Fairbanks what
would be good for them. I was afrid they would start~_106k!l.:ID.grinmy bag-
gage for medicine,and I'm sure if I had given them ~isterine to gargle
they would have drank it for their stomachs sake.

March 18, '36. Another Indian accompanied us this morning
who wanted to go to Healy,our next stop, thirty three miles distance.
Tie wasted as little time as possible all day and traveled as fast as
we could, even then it was dark when we hit Healy lake,a wind was blow ina
and it seemed very cold. The Indians could see us corning across the lake
and were all out to meet us.We had to go up a steep bank which was very
slippery, I was the last and just when I was near the top I lost ~~8grip
on the handle-bars and went tumbling down again, the dogs went on with-
out me and I was very much embarrassed and all the Indians laughed. No r
was it an easy task to climb up that slippery bank with nothing to hang
on to.l/hen I finally did get up all the Indians carne and shook hands
with me.There must have been Lhirty,some 'vith babies on their backs.They
turned that I might shake hands with the babies too.Now they were very
solumn and dignified. They shook their heads and said IIIv1y__you come--
long way,we look--for you--Iong time~How nice it is to have the Indians
look forward to one's coming.We unharnessed the dogs and had tea.I not-
iced two little Indians girls raising a lot of dust in one of the cabins
with brooms that were larger than they were.Shortly I was shown to this
cabin.

March 19, '36. I got up at six o'clock and cooked breakfast
and we started out again,traveling on the winter trail down the ~anana.
At ten we carne to a cabtul'where two white men were trapping, they were
waiting for us and wanted to send mail to Fairbanks.They had just fin-
ished breakfast an asked us in to have sorne.I said "just coffee" and
although I had eaten only a couple hours before,I now consumed a very
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arge breakfast.I apoligized an they smile .I'm sure they had never
seen a woman eat so much before.

Every morning we'd get directions to the next cabin,the number
of miles and what to look for on the way.TIe were now su posed to come
to Clearwater,the cabin of a white man,we'd know it by the brid e. t
three o'clock we came to where a trail IDranched off to the left,this
must be it but after leading our dogs in we found out it was'nt althourh
the clear water was there and the bridge over it.We went on and on and
finally came to it at dark. The river here stays open all winter and the
trapper had fresh fish.

All along the way I have stopped at the cabins of trappers
and prospectors where they were available,they have always been glad
to see some one,their doors are always open and what they have is yours
but I have never yet heard one of them speak of lonliness,I do not be-
lieve they even think of it.Some of them don't see another man for months
at a time and they never see a woman. One told me he was married and his
wife was"outside':He wanted her to come back and she wanted him to come
out.She said 1'1 never want t~ see thlt God-forsaken country again,wast-
ing your life up there when you could have a good position down below."
He said "Yes,a white collar job,sitting at a desk all day, I did'nt marry
a desk I married a woman and by God she'll live up here or else~-Perhaps
some day again America will breed a generation of women like our Jrand-
mothers,who could follow their men across the prairie in a covered wagon.

And that is why up here there are so many white men married
to squaws,because white women will not live out of towns.lt might not be
t b d 11 Id " . t "I00 a ,especia y if one cou marry a man wlth---fas -dogteam. know

Dr.Grueling, because the men once read a romantic story of the North by
men in Alaska who are looking for Rex Beach and women who are looking for (

Beach and Dr.Grue:;Lingtold them t.aer-ewere ten men in Al.aaka to every
·woman and they can't find them •
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1Thy look do~n on the white men married to squaws?Are they to
blame because there are no more women who will pick up their skirts from
around their dainty ankles and take a hike up Chilkoot pass.I have met
many of them, they are as dainty and feminine as any women I have seen
and their grandchildren have something to brag about,ours will have little
enough.~[e might again win back respect of man an God knows there is
need for it.Perhaps we do not deserve it.

Love--what men dream of,and poets sing of.Is it not then enough
The cause of life itself.The cause of all the beauty and glory, the cause
of what despair and misery.You figure it out I gotta go to <airbanks,but
before I do let me tell you- Some of the men in isolated districts have
used the mail order houses.I met one of them in Atlin.He wanted to give .
me ten dollars on account of I might need it before I got to Fairbanks.
Anyway he carried on a correspondence with a woman down below.He wooed
her by letters and finally won her.They usually exchange pistures,so they
have some idea what to expect-and will recognize each other when she
gets off the boat.This must have been dillspersedwith because when she
landed at Atlin someone pointed him out to her and she threw up her
hands in horror..i swear he did'nt have a tooth in his gums nor a hair
on his head.IL~w~s not that he was so old,he just looked so weather-_
beaten,like an old scare-crow blown by the wind.She remained to marry
someone else and he got tight as a tick and took his bicycle at mid-
night and went back to his diggings.He told me this with tears in his
e~es?it is the big sorrow in his life.He did say her husband later re-
turned the fare he had sent her.But he can't forget, it is always before
him,especially when he's in his cups.

Another big Swede sent clear to Norway for his bride,though
why Norway I dont know,because all thw Swedes and iorwegians i know
are like cats and dogs.Twa days before she got there his comrads ot
him drunk and ktpt him in a stupor in his cabin. They met the boat and



evil ways since coming to this Horth country.That's a pal for you.It
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and when she got off took her up to his cabin where they had already
put ano~her woman in bed with him. She fled thinking he had come upon

was some time before he even found out what the trouble was, but he
fixed it up, they said he was a good talker.

March 20, '3S. After a hearty breakfast we left the next
morning and arrived at Big Delta or McCarty at eleven o'clock.This is
a hotel on the Richardson Highway and run by Rika Whalen. There was not

I put a call in to Fairbanks and was told the Grand Curlers

•
I
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even a white man here, so it is not men alone that seek the wilderness.
It is around here the buffalo roam and some of them with her cattle.

Ball was that evening and would I please hurry,or should they hitch up
all the stray dogs in town and come out and get me, it was only a hundred 'I,
miles and the~'w§re already starting.The chechakos,I'd like to see any
of them behind a dog team,so long as there was one plane in Alaska.

We left,of course after being fed.We were now supposed to !

travel on the left hand bank of the Tanana for five miles, the right was
open running water,there was one bridge of ice we could cross on the
right bank and that was all to get up on the Richardson highway.There
were three streams we had to cross first,whichmeant unpacking everything
on the sleds and carrying it across.Three times we had to do this,it

so,the going was so good we must have gone ten miles,and had to retrace
took much tirne,but when we did get started we made up for it.Too much

our tnapks.We found the bridge coming back and crossed to the Richardson
It was dark but the going was very good,rnany rabbits darted across the
road and the dogs took after them.We arrived at a white man's cabin at
eight o'clock.He had been looking for us, but had given us up and eaten
alone.He now put a big caribou roast in the oven to heat for us and placed
our essert on the table, large dishes of fruit, I was so hungry I·afe the
dessert first. Tim had better manners or perhaps he was bashful.We talked
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and laughed and so to bed.

March 21, '36. Fromhere the guide was goin back and I was
going on alone, there would be no more rivers to cross.The white man told
me I~d had a nightmare the night before and seemed in such distress he
almost awakened me.He said"You were mushing dog~." "Well after all
thats enough to give anyone a nightmare,perhaps I was hurrying to the
Curlers ball~

The guide started back to Tanana Crossing,and the white man
walked to the top of the hill with me, he .said"the trail is drifted~' The
road was cut in the side of a mountain and at its edge was a sheer drop
of five hundred feet,with the open. Tanana below.The snow had drifted on
the mountain side and sloaped toward the bank,my toboggan ke t slidlmgv

toward it.We said good-by at the top of the hill.
At noon I came to Richardson where there is a post office,

many come here by dogteam to get their mail.There are four or five cabins
and one very large log hotel at the top of the hill,deserted.The road-
houses along the Richardson Highway did a florishing business until
the railroad was built, and what a railroad, but "then anything is good
enough for Alaskans, they're just a bunch a savages anyway~

I've been on that railroad.I lay down on the seat and tried to
sleep and nearly lost my head while doing it, such banging and clanging
lId never heard before.One car would jump to the right while the other
jumped to the left and it seemed if they did'nt succeed in tearing each
other apart they would at least jump right off the tracks.They did'nt
that time they waited for the next.It takes "brave men and bold"to run
the Alaska railroad.

But lets get back to the Richardson Highway,we are about to
have lunch with a very charming gentleman, the postmaster of Richardson
.1 am at a disadvantage here, I cant surprise anyone because there is a
telephone from roadhouse to roadhouse.lt's reallr to my advantage because

Ii
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they always have food waiting for me. I'm afraid they~have been dis-
cussing my appetite over it,because here was a banquet set before me.
I praised the food and ate and ate,he would urge me to have more and
say "perhaps you don't like it'.' "But it was deLa cLou a'", "But you did'nt
eat anything'! "I could'nt possibly eat any mor-e l' "Oh well I guess you
dont like my cooking~' "0h I thj:nl~cyoura marvelous cook, that really
was woncter-ru l" "Well then why dont you eat some t Lng " I had already eaten
enough fot two men and used up all my adjectives' in ~ra&sin~.!t:I could
not get another bite down if I were killed for it.

It was one o'clock,the next roadhouse was twelve miles away,
and I was lazy after so 9ig~ a meal,the wind was blowing.I was afraid
to go on but I was more afraid to stay for fear he'd kill me with his
food. "She died from overeating'! The telephone rang, it was the fox farm
and the Aunt of one of my best friends."Is Mary Joyce there! I hastened
to answer it, "Betty has tol - me so much about you~' ~he' s told me about
you too '.'"Nothing good I hope '! "Yes lots, are you coming on tonightl!

I'd like to but but I'm afraid it will be dark before I get there,I'm
afraid of the dark'.' IIWait my husband will talk to you'.'"Miss Joyce, my
.f ld l' k t t ., tIlW1 e says you wou . 1 e 0 come on oru.grit..-"I would but 1'm afrid to

travel alone after dark,my dogs are tired and I'm not traveling very
fast'.'"Come along then and I'll meet you at Birch Lake'.'I went on andd
I do not know to this day if the postmaster was serious or making fun
of me.He may have thought me a glotten and if he id he was quite right.

I had to practically drag the dogs away from that cabin,they
thought they just as soon stay there as any place.~here was a long hill
to go up and I thought I'd never get to the top. They would look back
at the cabin and give me dirty looks~after I got them out of sight they
WEre much better. One could see the gra~el after the tobog "an had been
over the road .1Vhen I got lower the snow was deeper and I put on snow-
shoes and went ahead of the dogs.At six o'clock I saw another dogteam

II
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coming down the road~I had not gotten uite to Birch lake.
He waved at me and rove his dogteam up to mine.I dashed out

to hold. Tip and pull my team off the trail saying liMydogs will fightll

I am always scar:::edto eath to meet another team on the trail.He said
llThey won't fight my dogs~!and so they did'nt.He took all my load and
put it on his sled and we started out again,it did not take long to
reach the lake and he shouted back at me "do you ever swear at your dogM
He was a gentleman,he did not wait for an answer but said llyouhave to
cuss em to mush em~He took many short cuts that I would not have known
and would most likely get lost in the dark. His wife had supper waiting
for us.I felt that I had known these people all my life.

a very comfortable place to stay.The wind was blowing,we heard over the
telephone one car had started out from Fairbanks on the Richardson High-
way and got snowed under before it could get put of town.It seemed almost
impossible to me,they said tiThewind is blowing thirty-five miles an
hour in Fairbanks~ That did not seem very fast to me, I ceome from a
country where the wind blows ninty-five miles an hour,the Taku wind is
famous allover Alaska and very much dreaded,if you don't believe me
read what Sherwood Wirt says about it in his "Cracked Ice'! and you will
know what a Taku wind really is.

TAKU.
If A zrphyr sends your hat
All the way to Sundum Flat-

That's no Taku wind.
If the light poles in the street
Crash in solinters at your feet-

Thats no Taku wind.
But if your garage
Backs out of your car-

f your suspenders
Qive up with a yank-
If chunks of paving
Knock mountains ajar-
If you cant find
The First ational Bank-
Stranger,that'a a Taku wind.
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March 24, '35. We left this morning at eight o'clock. I had
thirty-three miles to go to the next roadhouse.The fox farmer took my
load for ten miles to a mink farm where we had lunch~then the mink
farmer took it for another ten miles.They both shot rabbits along the
way for their mink and fox,my dogs thought this was great sport. In the
mid Ie of the afternoon the mink farmer turned his team around,gave me
my load and he went back to feed his mink.I now had only thirteen miles
to go to the next roadhouse.An four o'clock I came to a cabin the man
and his wife were out on the road and nothing would do but I go in and
have tea with them. This was not hard work.We visited for an hour and I
went on where I arrived at "Eighteen mile" roadhouse at seven o'clock.
The woman here was alone,it was her husband that tried to get home in
his car and was drifted in at Fairbanks, the highway is not kept open
during the winter months.She fed me and we had a grand time visiting,
she showed me pictures of the Harding party when they were there,when
the late President visited Alaska.

And that is the Tanana river and the Richardson highway.lf
I never again meet such grand people,! have met more than most people
meet in a whole lifetime.There is something about it,something everyone
gave me along the way, that can't be bought and paid f9r, that no one else
can ever give me,it is c"lled "hospitality" for want of a better name
but part of the heart goes with it.

March 25, '36. I did not leave this morning until ten o'clock
This would be my last day on the trail.I hated to have it over with~I
penhaps will never again experience anything like it or possess so much
happiness.I had eighteen miles to go,it seemed so short a time:until I
was coming into the outskirts of Fairbanks,as if the dogs sensed the
end of their journey and hurried toward it.There was the Pacific Alaska
Airways truck coming to meet me and all my frien s in it.We stopped and
talked there was much laughter and much wagging of dogs tails. They all

I':
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seemed surprLsed to see the dogs in such good condition,but then they
had not seen them when I arrived at Tanana Crossing they were almost
eating their harnesses then.

We looked up and saw a little short man coming down the road
in a heavy coon-skin coat,he came up to me and said "Are'nt you coming
into Fairbanks~ He looked quite hDt and quite cross.I did'nt know what
he meant,he could'nt thinK I was going to turn around and go back the
way I came,especially the same day.He waved his hand toward the Richardson
Highway sign and said liThe committee awai t.s]'and there was a: lot of pea Le
I was embarrassed,! had expected my friends to meet me and would have
bitterly disappointed if they had'nt.We can impose on our friends,but I
had'nt expected a committee."Would they mind waiting until I powder my
nose~ One can't meet a committee with a shiny nose.

I drove on to the sign and felt quite silly,the dogs did not
know what to make of it.They had never seen cars before and they were
afraid of so many people.I finally got them quited and here I delivered
a letter from our beloved Governor to the Mayor of Fairbanks, and re-
ceived a lovely silver cup in return.It was more than I deserved,both
the cup and their reception. The Mayor of Fairbanks of Fa~rbanks had been
married only a few months, many get a chance to kiss the bride,but I got
a chance to kiss the bridegroom and the whole carnival committee--Not bad-

They suggested I drive down the main street,but how would I
ever get the dogs though town?Tip followed the P.A.A. truck with his
head up and his tail curled and disdained to even look at another dog

.until we passed Joe Crosson's house and his little wire haired terrier
crossed the street with a bone in his mouth. Tip whirled his team around
in the middle of the street and started after him. I thought this deep
ingratitude to a man who had looked for him on the trail,Joe came out
and carried his little dog into the house.Another TIig wolf dog darted
out from a house,! grabbed a snowshoe and one of the boys in the truck

l',
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grabbed a crank, I shouted "dorrt kill him, I meant to only cripple him'.'

We drove to the dog pound and there the keeper of the pound

told me Tip was the only good dog I had. In Alaska you may run down any-

thing a man possess,even his wife and ge will pay no attention to you,

but run down his dofteam and you have a fight on your hands.It would do

me no good to strike the man perhaps omly tickle him and make him mad

as a twenty-two does a bear,besides it made no difference to me what

anyone thought of my dogs. They suit me and have followed me fromTaku

to Fairba~ks or I followed them and have worn out three dogteams.Any-
way I liked the man and anything he could say would make no difference
today.

They had all waited to have lunch with me,and a jolly lunch
it was.furing the winter months in Fairbanks the women wear on the street

~0e:ale.e1d.ng~1~'Kl)Bu~t£)~swanlt# mukluks from lome, and jaunty caps if they
wear anything on their heads at all,white or brown parkas. Dinner dresses

from New York and when they go to dancestheir husbands pockets are al-

ways bulging with mukluks,socks and bQoomers that they'd worn there.
system

Fairbanks has perhaps the most unique telephonei\in existance

If there is a fire any place all the women dash to the phone take down

the receiver and wait their turn to be told where it is.If the baby is

asleep and they wish to go visiting they call the operator tell her

where they are going and leave the receiver down,when the baby wakes up

and begins to cry, she calls them.If your looking for a friend the op-

erator can tell you she's at Mr-s,So an Sos playing bridge and if your

looking for your husband there are ten chances to one she'll know where

he is alt ough she may not always tell you this.Just one large happy fami~,

I went to see the Doctor a man that had lived in the country

for many years.I still had a pain in my chest,I thought perhaps I had

frosted them in fifty below and I wanted to ask him about the Indian
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We landed at Kluane lake and the guide had not returned,but
then I did'nt think he'd be in a hurry, there were too many pretty little
Indian girls along the way.This time it was no trouble getting the dogs
in the plane.They jumped in as if they wre afraid they might get left
behind and have to walk.

It seemed remarkable to me that we could at the altitude we
were flying see our dogteam trail when we flew over it,it looked as
wide as a wagon road. I had thought that even if we were lost no one
could ever find us.We saw a lonly dogteam and driver at the end of the
lAkerhe seemed to be going very slow and I understood for a moment why
pilots look down on dog mushers.I was looking down on one myself for a
moment.TIe landed at Whitehorse and stayed there for the night.

April I, '36. The PA.A. plane went back tG Fairbanks and we
came to ~uneau with Mrl.Barr of Northern Canadian Express.It is Mr.Barr
to you and to everyone else in the w ole of Alaska and Canada,although
he is a well known pilot,I suspect him of haVing a terrible first name.
c"eflew own the railroad tracks to Carcross, cut across to Atlin and
down the Taku river and over Taku Lodge. I was very anxious to get a
glimpse of my home but about that time the plane started jumping up
and own. The ogs tried to hang on to the floor with their paws and all
wanted to get in my lap.I was haVing my own troubles trying to stay
where I belonged.

We had left F~irbanks wrapped in winter and the sun was shining
in ·~neau an all the snow was gone.We put the dogs in a truck and drove
into Juneau and tied them in back of the Qastineau botel where I was
stoppimg.Now my dogs do not howl at night,they are very well m0nnered
but all the little boys in Juneau came to see them and they had to show
their appreciation.

One morning there was the most terrible commotion,the barks
an snarls of ogs mingled with the angry shouts of a man's "shut up"

Ii
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I dashed out in my pajamas as fast as 1 could and here was another dog-
team being unharnessed that had come down the Stikine river.I reco nized
the drivers and sai "I knew it was'nt my do s making all this racket".
But &ne can't explain that to every guest in the hotel. There were com-
plaints that Dave Davenport reported to Mrs.Biggs-"If Mary Joyce does'nt
move her ogs we'll move '.'Mrs. Biggs said "They should have lived in
Cordova in the early days~ But as this was Juneau in the year 1936,1
thought it would be easier to move five dogs than twenty people,and
I was going home anyway.

It was not so easy getting the dogs into a plane on floats
Shell Simmons of t _e Alaska Air Transport di not have steps for them
to walk up on.I tried to lift them,but he pulled them by the chains
around their necks and said "Lets treat these dogs as dogs".I thought
he was rather rough with them.

We landed in open water five miles below my lodge,! hitched~up
the dogs an drove home,it hardly seemed that I'd been gone.The ground

END.
was still covered with snow and the river was still frozen.
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I have had letters from ~Laine;.toCalifornia. 1'1 would like
to know why a young girl becomes a trail musher? Why you went to
Fairbanks?Why you went on snowshoes in sixty below weather~ There are
times when I think if anyone asks m~ why agai I'll jump right out
the window.l did not pin anyone reason down an say"your the one~ there
were enough of them. vould you understand if I said I had to do it.I
was not forced to, there was no one that said "Get on your snowshoes
and get to Fairbanks~ On the contrary I was iscouraged by everyone
and was told I would all but suffer the tortu~es of the dammed.

It was selfishness on my. part, I would be the only one to
gain by it,Alaska would not be helped nor humanity benefited.There was
no need for it,except the need I felt myself.Nor was it just to get
To fairbanks that I di it,I could have gone there in half a day, it
was the going there that mattered,the happenin s on the way.

I was not boosting an International i hway,even had I want-
ed to,it had been done before.I love Alaska as it is and all its people.

,

I do not want to picture a winding mountain roa@}with every Ford in
tfW United States heade for Alaska with a tent on one fender and the
the kitchen stov,e on the other. Progress-progress be dam.You have it
in the States,let it remain there.I B~er the smell of spruce boughs
to gasoline stations.We don't have much money but we have a lot of fun.
Perhaps I should add t~at this is not the opinion of many Alaskans and
our literature is beginning to look like another Los Angeles boom.I
want you to come and look and then go home.Selfish? Perhaps.

Scientifically I would not add to a waiting world.I eould
not tell you if the glaciers are goin' forward or backwards,or why they
are so blue in certain spots,and I wish someone would hurry up and
determine all these things,because so many people ask me and I hate to
appear ignorant.
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Commercially nothing would be gained unless' its the fact that
one can travel much cheaper in Alaska by plane than by dogteam~all of
which has been pointed out before except you won't believe it. ou can
take my word for it.I know.

It has ~een pointed out to me.,by a ~ell learned and cultured
gentleman from ~ashington,D.C. where all things are considered and con-

.
sidering all things only the right possible conclusion could be reached
that I might to better advantage use my energy and endurance to amke

•
one person happy. I might add if justifications are now in order,may I
not out of my own lifetime take just three months to make my own self
happy.

I did have three months of perfect happiness, I found what
I was looking for to the extent we ever find anythig we l06e~I saw into
the hearts of men and women and found e3lierythingthat was good and b
beautiful there~and if there is a God I have been closer to him than
I ever have before, and if there isnt"then what is my soul longing for~'
what are we all looking for?

It took fear out of my own heart, never again will I be afraid
to fly over this country, all I could ever find was white sharp peaks
of mountains,now I know whats on the mountain tips and thata plane can
get own and given a pair of snowshoes I'll get out.I know the wilder-
ness is not all desolation.I saw on a dark grey day for one moment God
come out and with one sweep of his brush painr the tips of his cotton-
wood trees to gold.

It was more glorious and more fun than I have ever known. The
II only regret I have is that I did'nt get lost and be found~for after all

what girl would'nt like to be rescued by Joe Crosson.

~--------",,'~'"" ~" - J.
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